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A GENERALIZED POINT OF VIEW TO HIGHER ORDER 
CONNECTIONS ON FIBRE BUNDLES 
JURA J VIRSIK, Bratislava 
(Received October 5, 1967) 
Higher order connections in differentiable fibre bundles, as introduced and studied 
by CH. EHRESMANN in his famous note [5] as well as in his unpublished lectures, have 
been dealt with in the most general form, as to the author's knowledge, only in the 
papers of B. CENKL ([l], [2]), and, to some extend, by P. LIBERMANN in [12], and 
by P. VER EECKE in [17]. However, the last two papers are mostly concerned with 
more special situations (e.g. that of a vector bundle) as well as several other ones 
(cf. [9], [10], [11], [13], [15], [16], [18], [19]). 
Therefore the first two chapters of this paper are supposed to serve as an introduc­
tion to the Ehresmann's approach to the very definition of a higher order connection 
in a diiferentiable groupoid. Nevertheless the main purpose is to introduce the notion 
of a (f̂ , e^)-connection on a difibrentiable fibre bundle E (i.e. in its associated 
groupoid) together with some equivalent formulations. The pair (i^, 5 )̂ is defined 
by a subcategory i^ of the category S' of all fibered manifolds (J5, C) (рв = p : С -^ В 
being the natural projection), and by a covariant functor ^ (called connector) from 
the category of all C°°-differentiable manifolds into i^ satisfying some additional as­
sumptions (cf. definition 3.1). A (f^, ,^)-connection in a locally trivial differentiable 
groupoid Ф* is now given by a mapping ^ : ̂ {В) -> ^(Ф) such that {'^, ^)e,i^, 
^(b) Ж = id̂ ~(ß) and ^{a) ^ ••= ip, where '^ : Б -^ Ф is the natural injection of the 
submanifold of unities (objects) into Ф, a or b are the right and left unit projections 
respectively from Ф onto B, and л = ^̂  is a canonical injection В -> С^(Б) (cf. defini­
tion 3.3). A higher order connection in the sense of Ehresmann is a special case of 
a (f̂ , ^)-connection, and in this way one obtains in a unified and formalized manner 
the various characterizations of higher order connections given in [1], [2] and also 
sketched in [12]. However, the definition of a semi-holonomic higher order connection 
given in [12] is more general than that of Ehresmann (except of order one) but it is 
included in the definition of a (iT, ^)-connection (cf. theorem 3.2) with f̂  being the 
category of vector bundles and ^ the functor T̂  ^ connected with semi-holonomic 
tangent vectors of order r ^ 1. On the other hand, although each higher order con-
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nection in Ф' induces a dififerentiable lifting of the corresponding manifold of velocities 
in В into the corresponding manifold of infinitesimal displacements of fibres in E (c.f. 
[5]), this does not hold conversely unless the higher order connection is replaced by 
a (f^, ^)-connection with i^ = S' and suitable ^, which is more general than an 
Ehresmann's connection. This is namely the analogous situation to that in [12] if one, 
roughly said, replaces the vectors by velocities and drops the vector bundle structures 
in them even if the order is one. 
This impossibility of defining a higher order connection as a simple lifting either 
of velocities or of vectors, which complicates also the "associated principal bundle 
formulations" given in [1] and [2] and which does not occur in the first order theory 
led to our generalization of a higher order connection to a (i^, ^)-connection. The 
other reason may be found in the already mentioned unified formalism including both 
the "velocity and vector points of view". Moreover the most abstract form of 
a (i^, ,^)-connection as given in definition 3.1 may suggest a formally easy generaliza­
tion of the notion of a connection (without pointing out explicitly the order) to more 
general structures than that of differentiability and with finite dimension. However, 
we do not touch that problem in this paper. 
On the other hand the pair (f^, ^) is essential in the definition of a {f", ^ ) -
connection unless it is a posteriori clear that it is equivalent to some type of an 
Ehresmann's connection. Thus a (У^, ^)-connection is de facto not a property of the 
groupoid Ф* itself, but rather a relation of the groupoid Ф* to the pair (iT, ^), In 
general namely there cannot be found a reasonable definition of the equivalence of 
two [i^, e^)-connections unless they are, of course, equivalent to an Ehresmann's 
one. Therefore, as a matter of fact, the notion of a {i^, .^)-connection does not gene­
ralize the notion of a connection itself but more likely the various ''lifting properties'' 
of connections. Nevertheless the formalism employed hereby, namely that connected 
with £Г^ generalizes and even simplified some classical notations from the first order 
differential geometry (cf. ch. 3). 
The third chapter is readable formally independently — but for some almost evident 
notations — from the first two chapters which are of an introductory and illustrating 
character. Hereby I'd like to express my thanks to O. KOV^ALSKI and I. KOLAR for their 
discussions concerning the first chapter at the seminar on global differential geometry 
in Brno. 
1. SOME REMARKS ON DIFFERENTIABLE GROUPOIDS 
Definition 1.1. ([6]) A category С is a class С of elements in which there is given 
a composition (X, Y) -^ X . Y, for some pairs of elements in C, satisfying the following 
three axioms: 
1. If either X . ( F . Z) or (Z . 7) . Z are defined then both they are defined and equal 
l.lfX. Fand 7 . Z are defined then also Z . ( 7 . Z) is defined. 
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3. For each X e С there are two unities aX and bX in С such that X , aX and bX . X 
are defined. Hereby an element ее С is called a unity if Z . ^ = Z and e . 7 = 7 
for all elements in С for which Z . e and e . 7 are defined. 
These axioms imply: The unities aX and bX are uniquely determined by Z , X . 7 i s 
defined iff aX = fo7, and a(X . Y) = aY, b{X . 7) - bX. The elements of С are 
called morphisms, the unities among them are called objects. Thus we identify each 
class with the identity map of this class and write X e C, X : aX -> bX. A subclass 
С с С is called a subcategory С of С if l ) X e C\ Y G С and X . 7is defined in С 
implies X , Ye C; 2) X e С implies aX e С and bX e С The subcategory C" is 
called a complete subcategory of C* if moreover X e C, aX e С and bZ G С imply 
Z e С If now С and С" are two arbitrary categories then a mapping ЗГ ; С -^ С 
satisfying l) if X e C, 7 G С and Z . 7 is defined then ЗГ{Х . 7) = ^ ( Z ) . ^ ( 7 ) ; 
2) if ^ is a unity in С then ^{e) is a unity in C'\ is called a с о variant functor or 
simply functor, since we shall not deal with contravariant ones. 
An element Z of a category С is called inversible if there exists its inverse GX e С 
such that oX .X ~ aX and Z . GX = bX. This inverse is then uniquely determined 
by Z and ÜGX = bX, bGX = aZ . The category С is called a groupoid if cr is a one-
to-one mapping of the class С onto itself. The groupoid С is called transitive if there 
exists for each pair (e, e') of unities a morphism X : e -^ e'. Note that a groupoid is 
a group iff all the unities coincide. 
Definition 1.2. ([6]) A category of operators on a class £ is a category С with 
a composition (0, z) -> 0 . z which is defined for some pairs (0, z), 0 e C, z e £, 
в . z e E and satisfies 
1. If either 0 . (0 ' . z) or (0 . 0') . z are defined then both they are defined and equal. 
2. If 0 . 0' and 9'. z are defined then also 0 . ( 0 ' . z) is defined. 
3. If e is a unity of С and e . z is defined then e . z = z. 
4. Each 0 e С admits at least one z e E such that 0 . z is defined and each z e E 
admits at least one в e С such that 0 . z is defined. 
These axioms imply the existence of a projection p of £ onto the subclass Б с С of 
unities in the category C* such that 0 . z is defined iff p(z) = ав. In this case we have 
also p(0 . z) = Ь0. 
Let С be a category of operators on the class E. We denote by C^ the category 
(cf. [6]), consisting of pairs (0, z), в eC, z e E such that 0 . z is defined, with the 
composition 
(0', zO. (0, z) = (0^ 0, z) 
defined iff z' = 0 . z. The unities are the pairs {p{z), z) which we identify with the 
elements z of £ . Hence we have for the natural projections 0^(0, z) = z and b£(0, z) = 
= 0 . z. If 0 is inversible then also (0, z) is inversible, its inverse being (cr0, 0 . z). 
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Thus if С* is a groupoid then also C'E is a groupoid. There is also a natural functor 
(0, z) --> Ö from the category Q onto C\ 
In the next we shall deal only with the case when С is a groupoid and write Ф 
instead of С We have then a groupoid of operators on E and the structure defined 
on E in this way is called ihQ fibred structure associated with the groupoid Ф' (cf. [4]). 
For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves only to the case when the underlying 
class Ф of the groupoid Ф' as well as the class E are sets. Especially a transitive 
groupoid is now a groupoid in the sense of Brandt. 
If Ф' is a groupid of operators on E, В a E being the subset of its unities, we say 
that Ф' is an effective groupoid of operators on E if in addition {p(z) = aO => 9 , z = 
== z} '=> в e В holds. In general let us define by 
( L l ) _ , ,. K = {9Eф\p{z) = a9=^9,z = z} 
the subgroupoid K' of the groupoid Ф* operating on £. The cosets 9 ,K = К. 9 
form a groupoid Ф*/К' = {Ф1ку which is an effective groupoid of operators on E, 
The relation 9 .K = K, Ö follows from 9 . 9' = {9. 9'. G9). 9 and 9' еК=>9 .9', 
. (79 EK, A subgroupoid of the groupoid Ф* is called stable if all the elements 9 of the 
subgroupoid satisfy a9 = Ъ9. Especially the subgroupoid K' is stable. Note that Ф' 
operates effectively on Ё iff Ф̂  has the following property: If the inverse image of 
9 e Ф under the functor (Ö, z) -> Ö is a stable subgroupoid of Ф̂  then 9 e B. On the 
other hand the subgroupoid K* с ф' defined in (l.l) consists of all the elements 
Ö G Ф for which this inverse image is stable. We say also that Ф̂  is simple or that Ф. 
operates simply on E if each stable subgroupoid of Ф̂  is mapped into В by the natu­
ral functor (0 . z) -^ 9, We Say that Ф* op^rsitcs transitively on E if Ф̂  is transitive. 
Differentiable manifolds, mappings and differentiable structures defined below 
are always assumed to be of class C°°. We restrict ourselves to manifolds which are 
at the same time real, connected and Hausdorff spaces of finite dimension. 
Definition 1.3. ([4], [7]) We say that the groupoid Ф* is differentiable if the set Ф 
has the structure of a differentiable manifold, and the mappings a, b, and (9, 0') -^ 
-^ 9 .9' are differentiable mappings, a, b being projections of the maximal rank 
(i.e. a* and b* map the tangent space Т{Ф)0 onto T{B)aQ and T{B\Q respectively for 
each 9 еФ, В cz Ф denoting as always the subset of unities). Thus we suppose that 
В <- Ф is a proper submanifold (i.e. with the induced topology, cf. [7]) and (0, 0') --> 
--> 0 . 0' is defined on a proper submanifold M c: Ф x Ф defined implicitly by the 
relation (0, 9')eMoa9 ^ b9'. 
The mapping a is then necessarily differentiable (cf. [7], theorem 1) and it is not 
difficult to see that В is also regularly imbedded into Ф. This means, denoting by 
^ : В -^ Ф this imbedding, that ^ * injects Т{В)^ into Т{Ф)^ for each xeB. The same 
holds about the submanifold M of composable elements (cf. below). 
A differentiable groupoid Ф* is called locally trivialiî there exists a fixed point 
ceB and a covering of Б by open sets U such that for each U there is a differentiable 
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mapping ви :U -> Ф satisfying ави = с and Ьви ~ idjj. We write also 9u{ii) = 0„. 
A locally trivial differentiable groupoid is necessarily transitive. Note that this defini­
tion of local triviality differs formally from that of Ehresmann (cf. [4] or [7]), 
however, since В is here supposed connected, both they are equivalent. 
Definition 1.4. ([4], [7]) Let Ф' be a groupoid of operators on a manifold E, Ф' is 
then called a differentiable groupoid of operators on E if Ф' is a differentiable 
groupoid and 
1. p : E -> В is a differentiable mapping of maximal rank. 
2. The composition (ö, z) -> Ö . z being defined on a proper submanifold of Ф x £ 
is differentiable. 
It could be shown that if Ф* is a differentiable groupoid of operators on the mani­
fold E then Ф'Е is a differentiable groupoid. 
Let E = E{B, F, G\ H) be a differentiable fibre bundle in the usual meaning of the 
word with the basis Б, fibre type F, structure group G' and associated principal fibre 
bundle H, In general, however, we do not suppose that G* operates on F effectively. 
The associated groupoid Ф' = HH~^ consists of all admissible isomorphisms 0 = 
= h'h~^: Ey. -^ Ey, he H^, h' e Ну of one fibre in E onto another one in the same 
bundle. If в : Ey.-^ Ey is an element of Ф* then ав is the identity of E^ and bO the 
identity of Ey. Identifying these identities with the elements xe В от у еВ respectively 
we have ав = x = p(h), Ьв = у = p(h') and the basis В represents the submanifold 
of unities in Ф\ It is now not dificult to see that Ф* is a differentiable groupoid of 
operators on E and the associated fibred structure on E is induced by the underlying 
fibre bundle structure. Moreover Ф* is locally trivial and it operates effectively on E 
iff G' operates effectively on F. Note that Ф itself can be given a fibre bundle structure 
in two manners (cf. [3]): 
A) Ф is a differentiable fibre bundle with the basis Б x Б, projection a x b, 
fibre type G and structure group (G x G)' operating on the left onGbys-^ t i . s . t ; "^ , 
w, s, V belonging to G. Ф can be also identified with the equivalence classes of Я x Я, 
the equivalence being given by (h, h') ^ (hs, h's). 
B) Ф is a differentiable fibre bundle with the basis B, projection a, fibre type H and 
structure group G** contragradient to G*. The associated principal fibre bundle is 
isomorphic with Я, the correspondence between elements he H and isomorphisms 
ft : H -^ HH~^ being given by h -> (h' -> h{h')~^). 
Conversely suppose that Ф* is any locally trivial differentiable groupoid, K' any 
stable subgroupoid of Ф' (i.e. such that its elements 0 satisfy ав = Ьв). Then 
Я = Е[{Ф\ К') cz Ф1К which consists of cosets 0 . X for which a0 = с is a principal 
fibre bundle with the basis В the structure group being G{Ф', K') c Ф'/К* consisting 
of cosets 0. X for which ав = Ьв = с. Here с G Б is an arbitrary but in the next 
always fixed point given by the local triviality of Ф*. These results hold especially 
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for К' = В- If now moreover Ф' is a difFerentiable groupoid of operators on the 
manifold E then £ is a fibre bundle its fibre type being p'~^{c) with effective structure 
group G{0\ K') and the associated principal fibre bundle Н{Ф\ К'), where К is 
given as in ( l . l) . In fact if U is an open subset of В on which Ф' is trivial then the 
correspondence (u, z)-^ 9^. z defines the diffeomorphism of U x p~^(c) onto 
P'^^U). Its inverse is z e p~\U) -^ {u = p(z), в~^ .z)eU x p~\c). This (eff'ective) 
fibre bundle structure induces the fibred structure associated with Ф' (or (Ф/К)') and 
it is determined uniquely up to an isomorphism depending on the choice of с e Б* 
More generally Н(Ф\ В) ia a (non-effective) principal fibre bundle with the structure 
group о{Ф\В) operating not necessarily effectively on the fibre type p~^{c) of E. 
We have namely Н{Ф\ К') = Н{Ф\ В)1К' с Ф'/Х' and analogously в{Ф\ К') = 
= 0(Ф', В)1К\ Denote by е = с in the next the unity of the group 0{Ф\ В). Thus 
we have proved the 
Lemma 1.1. / / Ф* is a (effective) differentiable groupoid of operators on the 
manifold E then the associated fibred structure on E is induced by a (effective) 
fibre bundle structure on E if and only if Ф* is locally trivial. The corresponding 
fibre bundle structure on E is uniquely determined by Ф' up to an isomorphism and 
it is a principal fibre bundle structure iffФ' operates transitively and simply on E, 
It is again not difficult to see that if Ф' is a differentiable groupoid of operators on 
the manifold E then the groupoid Ф^ is locally trivial iff Ф* is locally trivial and there 
exists a point ZQep~^(c) с E and a differentiable mapping g: p~^{c) -^ G = 
= 0{Ф\ В) such that g(z) . ZQ = z. Especially the local triviality of Ф^ implies the 
transitivity of the operation of Ф' on E. 
As usual, if V„ and Vp are two differentiable manifolds we denote by J\V„, Vp) or 
J'*(F„, Vp) or J'*(F„, Vp) respectively the manifold of all non-holonomic or semi-
holonomic or holonomic respectively r-jets of local differentiable mappings from V„ 
into Vp ([4]). a and ß denote the source and the target mappings respectively. Further 
Jl{V„, Vp) =: {X G J''{V„, Vp) I (x(X) = s} for any seV„ and analogously in the semi-
holonomic and holonomic cases. If the manifold F„ consists of only one point c, 
i.e. dim F„ = 0 we have by definition for each other manifold Vp and each x eVp 
exactly one element of J^Vn, Vp) with target x whatever be the integer r > 0. In this 
way one extends the formalism of the jet calcul to manifolds with non-negative dimen-
sion. If V„ is again an arbitrary differentiable manifold we denote by tV{V„) с 
с J^(V„, F„) the differentiable groupoid of all inversible non-holonomic r-jets the 
composition in it being the usual composition of jets. Denote further by H^{V„) the 
subset of J''(R'', V„) (n = dim F„) consisting of all inversible non-holonomic r-jets 
with source 0 e R". №(V„) is a principal fibre bundle over V„ (cf. [4]) the projection 
being the target mapping and its elements are called non-holonomic r-frames in F„. 
Similar meanings for W{V„), ^ ( F J , H%V„) and HXV„). The symbol j ^ denotes 
always the r-jet of an identity with source and target x, the symbol fx[s] denotes 
the r-jet of the constant mapping taking a neighbourhood of x into a point s, and 
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fx = i x H - lot the notations sometimes to avoid confusion we shall write e.g. f^(u -> 
~->/(M)) instead of the usual j ^ / . From the local expression of the composition of jets 
we derive the following 
Lemma 1.2. Let F^, F„, Vp be differentiable manifolds and let f ' V„-^ Vp be 
a differentiable injection (projection) of maximal rank, i.e. let f"^ : T(V^ -> T(V^ 
be also a differentiable injection (projection). Then / / : »/''(F^, F„) -> c/''(F^, F^) is 
a differentiable injection (projection) of maximal rank. Similarly in the semi-
holonomic or holonomic cases. 
Corollary. If V„ is injected and regularly imbedded into Vp then J''(V^, F„) is 
regularly imbedded into J''(V^,Vp) and we can write then simply J''(V^, F„) c: 
Lemma 1.3. Let F^, B^, JB2, ^2 be differentiable manifolds, В^ injected and 
regularly imbedded into В2, and f,f' : Б2 -> ^2 differentiable mappings such that 
X e B, of(x) =F/'(x). Then X e ^ F , , B,) c: J^Vp, B^) о ( / / ) X = ( / / 0 X. 
Proof. Denoting by f : Б^ -> B2 the imbedding we have the imbedding / i : 
:JXVp,B,) -^r(Vp,B2) and the relation/f - / ' f which implies ( / / ) / / = ОТ)П 
Let {E,B) be a pair of differentiable manifolds with a differentiable projection 
PE = p : E -^ В of maximal rank. Then we call E a fibred manifold over B. If now E 
is such a fibred manifold over E, especially if £ = E(B, F, G\ Н) is a differentiable 
fibre bundle, denote by S^E or ^^E or ^^E its r-th non-holonomic or semi-holonomic 
or holonomic prolongation respectively. This means that e.g. S^E consists of all 
non-holonomic r-jets of local sections in E over B. We have also §^E =^ [Fe 
e J\B, E) I (j^ß^F)p)F = Ja(F)}- We shall study below explicitly the fibre bundle struc-
ture of these prolongations (cf. proposition LI). 
The prolongation of a composition law in general is now defined as follows. Let 
(p : M cz Bi X J52 -> B2 be a composition given by (p(z, z') = z . z', where Bx, B2, M 
are differentiable manifolds, M being injected and regularly imbedded into B^ x Б2, 
and (p is differentiable. If now F^ is another differentiable manifold we define the 
prolongation of the composition cp with respect to F^ as follows. Let Z eJ^Vp, B^), 
Z'er(Vp, B2) such that a(Z) = oc(Z') and (Z, Z')EJ'(Vp, M) с Г(Ур,В^ x B2) = 
=^ ЦУр, В,) X r(Vp,B2y Wo put 
(1.2) Z.Z= (7^(z),,(z')<P) (^' ^ 0 e J\Vp,B2) . 
Note that a(Z. Z') = a(Z) = a(Z') and ß(Z .Z') = ß(Z) . ß(Z'). If F„ is another 
differentiable manifold, XeJ\V,„V^, ß(X) = OL(Z), we derive easily the relation 
important for explicite computings 
(L3) (Z.Z')X ^ZX.Z'X, 
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Here and in the next if the composition is denoted without point or any other symbol 
(as (Z, X) -> ZX in (1.3)) it means always the usual composition of jets, i.e. the 
composition in the "universal" category of all (non-holonomic) r-jets (cf. [8], 
where this category is denoted by (J'*'°°, A^'"^)). 
We see also that if Z and Z' are semi-holonomic or holonomic jets then the same 
is true about Z . Z'. E.g. if G* is a Lie group then f^G) ' , Тр{оу and Тр{ОУ (p**-
veiocities on G) are Lie groups and if G* operates (on the left) on the differentiable 
manifold V„ then î;(G)- or Т;{оу or Гр{су operate on f;{V„) or T;{V„) or T;{V„) 
respectively. 
More generally let Ф' be a differentiable groupoid. Then M c: Ф x Ф consists of 
composable pairs (9, 9'), i.e. such that ав = Ьв\ It is a regularly imbedded sub-
manifold of Ф X Ф. In fact, M is the inverse image of the diagonal in Б x В under 
the projection a x b : Ф x Ф ~-> В x В which is of maximal rank. 
Remark . Note that the restriction of a x b onto the diagonal in Ф x Ф defines 
a mapping (a, b) from Ф onto В A В cz В x B, where В A В consists of pairs (e, e') 
such that there exists an element 0 еФ, в : e -> e\ In [8] the groupoid Ф' is called 
regularly dijferentiable (however, under more general assumptions concerning the 
underlying differentiable structure) if this mapping (a, b) is a projection of maximal 
rank. Note that Ф' is transitive iïï В A В = В x В and that it is locally trivial iff it 
is regularly differentiable and Б л В = В x В. E.g. the differentiable groupoid Ф* 
over a connected В as defined in [17] is necessarily transitive, regularly differentiable 
and locally trivial. 
In the preceding situation if now Vp is a differentiable manifold we can define the 
differentiable groupoid J''(Vp, Ф)* with the composition law being the prolongation 
of the composition in Ф\ The unities in J^Vp, Ф)' are exactly the elements of J''{Vp, Б). 
Let us write simply a : Г{Ур, Ф) -> Г{¥р, Б) or b: J'{Vp, Ф) -> J%Vp, В) or a : 
: J^Vp, Ф) -^ JXVp, Ф) instead of fa or fb or fa respectively. If now X e J^Vp, Ф) 
then aX or bX or aX are its right unit or left unit or its inverse respectively, i.e. 
aX = aX .X, bX = X . GX. The composition Z . X 4 s defined iff aX = bX\ This 
implies a(X') = a{X'. aX') = a(bZ') = (x(aX) = a(aX . X) = oc(X). Thus we see 
according to lemma 1.2 and to its corollary that J^Vp, Ф)* is a differentiable groupoid 
and it is a disjoint union of the groupoids Jl{Vp, Ф)', s e Vp. If Ф' is transitive then 
each of these components is also transitive^) and if Ф' is locally trivial then the same 
is true about each Jl{Vp, Ф)' (cf. ch. 3 in the more general case). 
Analogously if Ф* is a differentiable groupoid of operators on the manifold E then 
the underlying manifold of Ф^ (i.e. the manifold of composable pairs (Ö, z), 0 e Ф, 
z e É) is regularly imbedded into Ф x E. Thus l\Vp, Ф)' becomes a differentiable 
groupoid of operators on the manifold J^Vp, E) the operation being given by the 
^) It can be shown in general that each groupoid is decomposable into a disjoint union of 
transitive groupoids. Here disjoint means that if two elements of the groupoid are composable 
then they necessarily belong to the same component of the decomposition. 
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t)rolongatiön of the operation law of Ф' on E. Note, however, that unless Vp consists 
of only one point, J\Vp, E) is not a fibre bundle over J^Vp, B) since J%Vp, Ф)' is not 
locally trivial. In fact, we have seen that the composability of X,X' eJ*'(Vp, Ф) 
implies oc(X) = a(X'), Nevertheless we make the following important remark. 
Since H = Н(Ф\ В) and G = 0(Ф*, В) are regularly imbedded into Ф, this being an 
almost trivial consequence of the very definition of the differentiable structure in Ф* 
and that of Я cz Ф and G с Ф, we have J'{Vp, Н) с r{Vp, Ф) and Г{Ур, G) с 
<=: J^{Vp, Ф) and according to lemma 1.3 we have 
(1.4) X e J"(Fp, H)oaX= f,,^, [c] 
X e r{V„ G)oaX = bX= jl^^, [c] . 
According to lemma 1.3 again (we take B2 = Ф ^ E, B2 = В x В and B^ = Ф^ 
one can canonically identify J\Vp, Ф) .̂ — withE' equal to J\Vp, É) — with J''(Fp, Фр)\ 
Hence if Ф* operates transitively on E then each 11{Ур, Ф)' operates transitively on 
Jl{Vp, E) , S e Vp. All these considerations remain valid, of course, also in the semi-
holonomic and holonomic cases. 
If Ф* is a differentiable groupoid as before denote $'' cz J^{B, Ф) the subset of all X 
for which aX = f^, x = a(X) and bX e 11''(Б). We define the composition (X, X') -* 
->Х9Х'Ъу 
X ^ X'= {XbX') . X' 
for X, X' G ë\ a{X) = ß{bX'). This defines a differentiable groupoid Ф'^ called the 
r-th non-holonomic prolongation of Ф' (cf. [4], [8]). Since X = X . aX = XaX . 
. aX — (XbaX) . aX we see that the right unit of X is aX — f^ and similarly the left 
unit of X is {\)Х){ЬХ)-^ = J-; with у = ß{bX) == b ß(X). The inverse of X is 
aX[bX)~^. Thus the unities in Ф*"* are exactly all the r-jets of identities on B, 
Identifying as usually the jet j ^ with x 6 Б we can assume В to be the submanifold of 
unities in Ф***. Analogously one defines the r-th semi-holonomic prolongation Ф*"* 
and the r-th holonomic prolongation Ф*"* of the differentiable groupoid Ф*. Any of the 
prolongations of Ф* is transitive if Ф* is transitive and we have also the 
Lemma 1.4. If the differentiable groupoid Ф* is locally trivial then each of its 
prolongations Ф*** or Ф*** or Ф*** is locally trivial. 
Proof. We shall give it only in the non-holonomic case. Let ce В and the open 
covering {U^} of Б be given by the local triviality of Ф*. Let ceU^ and let U be any of 
the sets U^. We may suppose that U^ is diffeomorphic with U. Define 0ц :u eU -^ 
~-> О^еФ'' by e„ = fß^^ where Ö„(x) = ö̂ (̂ ) • Ö~S whereby 0̂ . for XEU^ and в у for 
у == (p(x) G и are given by the local triviality of Ф* and (p lU^^ U is SL diffeomor-
phism for which (p(c) = u. We have aO„ = fd^^u) = 7c(^ -^ ÖJ^) = jl; b0^^ = 
= ic(bÖ„) = Гс{Ьв^ = fc<P e ЩВ) and thus 6>„ G Ф' (even в„ G Ф*") and м -> в„ is 
differentiable if we chose suitably the dependence of cp upon u. Since moreover 
(b0„) {bO^"^ = jy with у = bÖ„(c) = bö (̂c) = ф(с) = w the lemma is proved. 
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Let Ф' be a locally trivial differentiable groupoid. It can be considered as a fibre 
bundle with the basis В x В (cf. the alternative A) above) and hence С(Ф''*, В) can 
be identified with the group 0(Фо^, R% where n = dim В and ^0 is the trivial 
groupoid Я" X JR" X G with G = 0(Ф\ В) and the composition (x, y, в). {x\ y\ в') = 
= (x\ y, 9. в') defined iff y' = x. Thus a{x, y, 9) = x, b{x, y,9) = у in Ф^. We 
have on the other hand the identification J ' '(Ä", ФО) = ^" x Jo{R'\ ^o) = i^" x 
X J^(i?", R") X J^(K", R") X f ;(G), where X G J' '(K", ФО) is identified with the qua­
druple (a(X), aZ , bZ, XQ), XQ e T^(G). If the X belongs moreover to Фо then it can 
be characterized by the triple (a(Z), bX, XQ) e il" X J'{R\ R") X T„{G\ where bX is 
invertible and if one choses с = 0 in Ä" one can characterize the element X e 
e G{$o^, R") by the pair (bX, Xo) e Ü„ x f ^(G), where L^ = {y e n''(jR") | a{y) = 
= ß(y) = 0}. The composition X • X 4 s at the same time taken into the pair (b(X • 
® X% Xo • X'o) = {bXbX\ XobX'o . X'o). The composition in the group G{$'o^, R") = 
- ( L ; X f ;(G))* is thus given by (cf. [4]) 
(1.5) {y,S)9{/,S') = {yy\S/,S^). 
In order to get explicite form of this representation G{$''^, B) -> (L^ x f^^^G))^ 
suppose that ce В and the open subset U^ of B, ce U^ together with и -^ 9^, и eU^ 
are given by the local triviality of Ф' and denote by (p the r-jet of a diffeomorphism 
of и с into R** with source с and target 0 and I = fc{u -> Öj. We may suppose always 
that ceB, (p and I connected with the locally trivial differentiable groupoid Ф* are 
fixed. It is now not difficult to derive from the above considerations that if 7 G 
G GÇë""^, В) cz Ф*** then the corresponding pair ( j , S)eÜ„x f[{G) is given by 
(1.6) у = срЬТср-"^ ; S = {al bY. 7 .1)] cp-^ . 
The associated principal fibre bundle Н{Ф''^, В) can be identified analogously with 
the manifold of all elements in Й^В) x ^^H which are projected onto the diagonal 
in J5 X J5. We denote this manifold by Я ' ' ( Б ) S S''H. In fact, considering now the 
locally trivial groupoid Ф* as a fibre bundle over В (the alternative B) above) we have 
Ф' = {Хе§'Ф\ЬХеЩв) and Н{Ф'^, В) = {X e Ф'\(x{X) = c}. We see that 
ЩФ"^^, в) can be identified with the set of elements X e JoiR"", Н) for which pgX e 
G Й\В), i.e. with the set of pairs X^ e Й%В), X2 e S'H for which «(^2) = ß{X^), 
where H = Н{Ф\ В). Explicitly if Z G Н{Ф''^, B) and cp, I are given as above in (1.6) 
we get for the corresponding X^ e Н\В\ X^ e ^'"Я the formula 
(1.7) Z i = bX(p-^ ; X2={X ,1) (bX)-^ . 
Hence our identifications imply immediately that Я'*(В) El ^''Н is a principal fibre 
bundle (associated de facto with the groupoid Ф***) with the structure group (Ü„ x 
X Tn{G))^. Explicitly, the pair (y, S) operates (on the right) on the pair (Z i ,Z2) as 
(1.8) (Z i , Z2) • (y, S) = {X,y, X, . S{X,yY') . 
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In fact, from (1.7) for the composition, using (l.6) and (1.7) for the components, we 
get b{X © Y) (p-^ = bXbY(p-^ = X^y and (X • Y. E) b{X • Y)'^ = {XbY. Y. I) . 
. {bY)-\bX)-' = X{bX)-' . l{bX)-' . аЩхУ . Y{bY)-' (bX)-' . l{bY)-' . 
. (bX)-' = {X.l){bX)-'. {al.bY. Y. 1} {bY)~' (р-'(р{ЬХ)~^ = X^ . 8{Х^уУ>. 
If Ф' is again a differentiable groupoid (not necessarily locally trivial) operating on 
the manifold E and X еФ', F e Si'E^^x) define 
(1.9) X9F -={X.F){bX)-^ . 
-1 We have X 9{X' 9 F) =^ {X . {X' . F) {bX')~^) {bXV^ = {XbX' . X' . F) {bX')' 
. (bX)-' = ( Z e Z ' ) * F and it is not difficult to see that Ф'* is a diiferentiable 
groupoid of operators on S''E the associated projection p : ̂ "E -> В being the source 
mapping. If Ф' is locally trivial, then E is a fibre bundle £ (ß , F, G', H) and according 
to lemma 1.4 also S'E is a fibre bundle. Its fibre type p~^{c) can be identified with 
f'„{F), whereas {Ü„ x T^G))* operates on ЩЕ) on the left as (y, S) 6 £ ; x f'^G), 
fer„{F)=> 
(1.10) {y,S)9f^{S.f)y-^. 
Analogous results hold in the semi-holonomic and holonomic cases. Thus we have the 
Proposition 1.1. / / Ф' is a differentiable groupoid of operators on the manifold E 
then Ф^^ or Ф*** or Ф*** is a differentiable groupoid of operators on Ê)^E or ^^E 
or ^^E respectively. If Ф* is locally trivial then SJ'^E is a fibre bundle over В with 
the fibre type ?,'i(F), associated principal fibre bundle H''(B) 0 S^H and structure 
group (L[, X T J ( G ) ) * , The composition in (L^ x f^(G))* is given by (1.5), the 
operation of {Ц, x f;(G))* on Н\В) 3 §'И or f^F) is given by (1.8) or (1.10) 
respectively. Analogously in the semi-holonomic and holonomic cases. 
Remark . We call an explicite chart of the fibre bundle E(B, F, G\ H) a triple 
{U, h^, (p), where (U, (p) is a chart of the basis В and x -> h^ is a differentiable section 
over и in Я, h^ : F -^ E^ (cf. [18]). If there is given such an explicite chart then the 
local section a :U -> E can be identified with a differentiable mapping GQ'.U -^ F 
and for a fixed qeU the r-jet j^cr can be identified with the system of "coordinates" 
i((j) = {o(i{q), {di(To) (q)) e T'lF). If (U, h'^, (p') is another explicite chart we get the 
differentiable mapping gciQ :U -^ F, where g :U -^ G and jqö- is now to be identified 
with "the system of coordinates V[a) = {{д(^о){о)^ (^г(о^^о)) (^))- We may assume 
(p{q) = cp'(q) = 0 and denoting by у the r-jet at 0 of the change of the coordinates 
(p'(p~^ : X* -^ x^' and S = fo{g(p~^) we derive easily the relation i'(a) = (y, S) © i(o), 
where the composition is defined by (1.10). Thus we see that the fibred structure in ^'"E 
with the structure group (L^ x Т',^{р))^ defined by means of the operation of Ф'** 
on ^^E in (1.9) (where Ф* is now, of course, the associated groupoid of Е(Б, F, G\ Н)) 
is quite natural. It expresses the fact that the local coordinates of an r-jet should be 
the derivatives of the local coordinates of the section with respect to the local coordi-
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nates in the basis. Conversely, it could be shown that this request determines the 
composition law in (Ц^ x T,';(G))* as given by (1.5) and the definition of the r-th 
holonomic prolongation of the associated groupoid. 
Let Ф' be again in general a differentiable groupoid of operators on the manifold E. 
Applying the prolongation procedure to the differentiable groupoid Ф^ we obtain the 
diff'erentiable groupoid Ф^* defined as follows. $''^ consists of all elements X e 
e J\E, Ф) for which aX = JaiX)P and X . f^f^x) ̂  П''(£). Note that the first condition 
implies for each X e $E the property aß{X) = ß{aX) = p a(X), i.e. ß(X) G Ф is 
composable with a{X) e E. The submanifold of unities in Ф^* is identified with E and 
the composition is given by 
(1.11) X^X'=X{X\J:,X^,),X' 
defined iff" ß{X') . a{X') = a(X). The right and left units of the element X e Ф'Е are 
(x(X) and ß(X) . a(Z) respectively. One can see that Ф^ is really a submanifold of 
J''{E, Ф) such that a and jS . a are projections form Ф^ onto E of maximal rank and 
hence Ф^* is a diff'erentiable groupoid. 
We finish this chapter with the following remark concerning the effectivness, 
transitivity and simplicity of the operation of the prolongations. If Ф' is a differen­
tiable groupoid of operators on the manifold E, Vp another differentiable manifold 
and X ' = K(Ey the stable subgroupoid defined in ( l . l ) , denote by X(J''(Fp, E))' and 
K{§'E)^ the kernel of the operation of r{Vp, Ф)' on ЦУ^, E) and $'• on S'E 
respectively defined analogously as that in ( l . l ) . Now one shows easily by induction 
on r that the elements X of the stable subgroupoid J%Vp, K)' of J''{Vp, Ф)' satisfy 
(fp) Z = aX,Ze r{Vp, E) => X . Z = Z, i.e. r(Vp, K) с K{J''(Vp, E)). Analogously 
K"" с K{ß^E). We have, however, in general no converse inclusions^) and conse-
quently we cannot conclude from the effectivness of the operation of Ф' to the effectiv­
ness of the operation of J^'iVp, Ф)" or Ф***. On the other hand one finds easily again 
by induction on r the canonical isomorphism which gives rise to the identification 
(1.12) r{y„ Ф1ку = r{v^, ФУ1Г(У,, ку. 
An application of lemma 1.3 yields the following result. If Ф' operates simply on E 
then J^Vp, Ф)' operates simply on J^Vp, É). Especially if Ф* is locally trivial and 
operates simply and transitively on E (i.e. E is a principal fibre bundle) then also 
each J%Vp, É) is a principal fibre bundle. But ^' 'E is not a principal fibre bundle since 
its structure group is {Ü^ x Î ; ; (G))® and its fibre type is f'J^F) = T;(G). In fact, the 
local triviality (cf. lemma 1.4) and the transitivity of Ф* are preserved also by its 
prolongation Ф*"* but not so the simplicity as one can easily see from the explicite 
formula (1.9). 
Analogous remarks relate to the semi-holonomic and holonomic cases. 
^) As a matter of fact, it remains a problem to prove this actually, i.e. to find an example 
where the two spaces, in the first or in the second case, are essentially different. 
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2. HIGHER ORDER CONNECTIONS IN THE SENSE OF CH. EHRESMANN 
Let Ф' be a differentiable groupoid of operators on the manifold E. Denote as 
usually E^ = p~^(x) cz E for any xe B. 
Definition 2.1. ([5]) A non-holonomic infinitesimal displacement of order r of the 
fibre E^ is any element С e ^o(^"? Ф)? ^ = d™ В for which ß(C) = x, aC = 7оИ-
We have analogous definitions of the semi-holonomic and holonomic infinitesimal 
displacements. Thus if e.g. С is a holonomic infinitesimal displacement of E^ then it 
is the r-jet of a differentiable section и -^ Y\^^, where 17̂  : £^ -> Ef^^^) and ц^. is the identity 
of£, . 
Definition 2.2. ([5]) A non-holonomic element of connection of order r at the point 
X e В is any element X e J^(5, Ф) for which ß{X) = jc, aZ = j ^ and bX = f^. 
We define again analogously the semi-holonomic and holonomic elements of 
connection. Especially if Z is a holonomic element of connection of order г at x e Б 
then it is an r-jet at x of a differentiable section и -> (т„, where <j^:Ey.-^ £„ and G^ 
is the identity of E^, Denote by Q' = о'"(Ф') or Q" or Q" the manifold of all non-
holonomic or semi-holonomic or holonomic elements of connection respectively 
related to the differentiable groupoid Ф\ Let us restrict ourselves in the next only to 
locally trivial differentiable groupoids Ф' which implies, according to lemma LI, that 
E is a differentiable fibre bundle E{B, F, G\ H, Ф'). Then it can be shown (cf. also 
[17] for r = 1) that g** is a non-empty regularly imbedded submanifold of J''(B, Ф) 
and a : Q^ -> В is 3, differentiable projection of maximal rank, $^^ being a differen­
tiable groupoid of operators on g**. The action of Ф*** upon Q" is defined by the formula 
Ye Ф^ X e ß^ a(7) = (x{X) = x => 
(2.1) r # Z = {Y.X.j:[ß{aY)]){bY)-' , 
and thus the projection of the associated fibred structure in Q** coincides with the 
source mapping a : ß** -^ B. In fact we have for У e Ф*", oc(F) = ß{bY) = у the 
relation Y'^{YmX) = {Y'bY, Y.Jl[ß{qY)] • j^WaF)]) (ЬУ)"' ( Ы ) " ^ = ( Г . Y, 
. X . f^[ß{(7Y. (тГ)]) Ь(Г • 7)" ^ = ( F © 7) • X, the other properties being evident. 
One can treat analogously the spaces О,*" = Q^ n J\B, Ф) and ß^ = Q*̂  n J^{B, Ф) 
Remark. We shall show that Ф*** need not be an effective groupoid of operators 
on Q^ even if Ф' operates effectively on E. Denoting now by К ~ K{Q^) the kernel of 
the operation of '̂"* on ß** defined analogously as in (l.l) we have for each S e iC the 
relation bS = aS = j^. and К consists of only holonomic jets. Let us find this kernel 
explicitly in the special case when E is a vector bundle the structure group being G* = 
= GL{m, R)\ where m is the dimension of the fibre type F. Chosing local coordinates 
in В and a local chart of E we get from (2.1) for S = f^A e К the relation 
(2.2) у;(/1.В.А(х)-^)=ЛВ, 
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where А(и) and ß(w) are matrices, ß(x) is the unity matrix. Especially for r = 1 we 
have from (2.2) 
(2.3) dA{x) . B(x) . A{x)-' + Â{x) . dß(x) . Â(x)~' = dß(x) . 
Taking dß(x) = О we get àA(x) = О and also that A(x) commutes with all the matrices 
dß(x) which implies that Д(х) is necessarily diagonal. Thus К contains elements 
S = jlA, where A(u) :£„->£„ is a homothety of fibres the coefficient being indepen-
dent of u. This is also an immediate consequence of (2.3). Especially К is not trivial 
and Ф^* is not an effective groupoid of operators on Q^. 
Since we have supposed, returning to the general case, the groupoid Ф' to be locally 
trivial, the same is true about Ф*** or Ф*** or Ф*** (cf. lemma 1.4) and thus Q" or Q** 
or Q^ are fibre bundles with fibre types being identifiable with T^n,ei'^) ^^ ^,^^^{0) 
or Tl,{G) respectively (cf. [5]), where f„%(G) = {/e T^G) \ ß{f) = e} etc. In the 
non-:holonomic case this identification is given as follows. lîX e Q", a(X) = с and cp, E 
are fixed as in (1.6), where we may suppose ß(E) = e, we have for the corresponding 
/eî;,%(G) the formula 
(2.4) f = {aE.X)(p-', 
It is not difficult to see that this gives a one-to-one correspondence. Since the structure 
group of Q' can be identified with (Ü„ x f'j(G))* according to (1.6), we derive for 
(y, S)eÜ„ X T'„{G) and /6 f„%(<̂ ) the composition 
(2.5) (y, S)mf={S.f)y~'. fo[ß{<^S)] . 
In fact, we have (j , 5') # / = {aS . (7® X)) (p~^ = {al. Y. Z , Л[^((т7)]) (bY)'^ . 
. (p~^ = alcp-' . 7(Ь7)~1 (p~^ . E{bY)-' cp"^ . (7E{bYy^ cp"^ . XibY)-"" cp'' . 
-fM^Y)-] {bY)-' cp-' = S. {aE . X) cp-'cp{bY)-' cp~' . JoW^rS)]. 
We shall connect with the fibre bundle Q' its inverse Q'^ = Ö'*(^') ^ J'i^, Ф) 
defined by the condition X e g*"* oaX E Q\ The elements X e ô*"* are called non-
holonomic coelements of connection of order r at the point x = a{X) and they 
satisfy aX = jl, bX ~ j ^ . The groupoid Ф*** is again a differentiable groupoid of 
operators on Q*** if we define for Ye ^^ X e g***, a(7) = a(X) = x 
(2.6) 7Ф X = а(7Ф (TX) = {flß{Y)\ ,X.aY) {bY)-' , 
(cf. [17] for r = l). We have again the identification of the fibre type of Ö*** with 
f^J^G), however the correspondence (2.4) goes now into / = {X .E)(p~'^ and this 
gives 
(2.7) {y, S) •f = ilißiS)] • ( / • <rS) y-' , 
and analogously in the semirholonomic and holonomic cases. Thus we have the 
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Proposition 2.1. Let Ф' be a locally trivial differentiable groupoid of operators 
on the manifold E which becomes in this way a fibre bundle E = E(B, F, G\ Я, Ф'). 
Then й^Ф') = QXB, f„%(G), {Ü„ X f:{G))^, H^iB) S §'H, $"-•) and о'-*(Ф") = 
= ß''*(J5, Î„%(G),(L; X Т;(0))*,Я''(Б) S ä'H, Ф'^) are fibre bundles, the action of 
the structure group upon the fibre type being given by (2.5) and (2.7) respectively. 
Analogous results hold for Q^ 2*̂*? ô^ Ô'̂ *-
Let Тп,5с{Ф) = {Z E ТДФ), ß{Z) = x}. One can assign to each element X e Ö^ 
a{X) = X an element Z e Тп[х{Ф), uniquely up to the operation of Г̂ „ for which aZ = 
= i o H ^^à. bZ is inversible, i.e. an >i'"-contact element of Ф with the origin x, zero 
horizontal projection a and inversible vertical projection b. Conversely, each such 
contact element defineds uniquely an element of Q". Denoting by Pn{^)v the set of 
those contact elements, we have the one-to-one correspondence X e Q'<r^Xfr[B\(^x) ^ 
e Р'п{Ф)^. Especially Pn{^)v is a differentiable manifold with the differentiable groupoid 
of operators Ф''* acting upon it according to Ye Ф***, ХШ{В\(^х) ^ Pn{^)v^ ^{^) = 
- a(Z) => 
(2.8) ¥^ХГГ{ВХ^х, = {¥®Х)Й%В\^ху. 
Thus Р;(Ф), becomes a fibre bundle Р'„{Ф\ (Б, Î;%(G) L ,̂ {Ü, x Г;(С))*, ЙЩ E 
E ^''Я, Ф***). Analogously there is an isomorphism between the fibre bundles ß*"* 
and Р;;(Ф),(Б, J : % ( G ) L ; , ( L : ; X f;(G))*, Н%В) S # 7 i , Ф^*), where Р:,{Ф\ ^ 
= (Z e Т„д(Ф)/£^ I X G Б, bZ = fo\jc], aZ inversible}. Thus we get a commutative 
diagram 
(2.9) ^ йХФ-)< >Р:{Ф\ 
t t 
й'-*{ф')< >РХФ)ь, 
where in the rows there are canonical isomorphisms and in the columns canonical 
antiisomorphisms of fibre bundles with the basis Б, their structure group being 
induced by the operation of Ф*"*. Analogous results are again obtained in the semi-
holonomic and holonomic cases. 
Definition 2.3. ([5]) A non-holonomic (accordingly semi-holonomic and holonomic) 
connection of order r in the locally trivial differentiable groupoid Ф* is given by 
a differentiable section Б -> б''(Ф') (accordingly Б -> 0'*(Ф*) and Б -> 0'{Ф')), or, 
equivalently, by a differentiable section Б -> о''*(Ф') (accordingly Б -> о''*(Ф*) and 
Б -> 0''*(Ф*)), or by a differentiable section Б -> Рп{Ф\ (accordingly Б -> Р̂ (Ф)у 
and Б -> Р (̂Ф)у), or by a differentiable section Б -^ Б (̂Ф)/, (accordingly Б -^ Рп{Ф)н 
and Б-> р;;(Ф),). 
Note that a non-halonomic element of connection of order r at the point x 6 Б 
gives rise to a correspondence which assignes to each non-holonomic velocity of 
order r in Б with origin x e В a non-holonomic infinitesimal displacement of order r 
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of the fibre E^. Consequently a non-holonomic connection of order r gives rise to 
a differentiable mapping of the manifold of non-holonomic velocities of order r in В 
into the manifold of all non-holonomic infinitesimal displacements of order r of 
fibres of E, the fibre being taken at the origin of the mapped velocity. However, 
conversely each such difi'erentiable mapping does not define in general a non-
holonomic connection in Ф' in the sense of Ehresmann. It defines always a ((f, T[)-
connection in Ф' (cf. ch. 3) which need not be a connection in the sense of Ehres-
mann. Analogously in the other two cases. 
A non-holonomic or semi-holonomic or holonomic connection of order r on the 
fibre bundle E(B, F, G\ Я , Ф*) is a non-holonomic or semi-holonomic or holonomic 
connection of order r respectively in the associated groupoid Ф\ 
It can be seen, e.g. from the results of the following chapter, that if г = 1 and the 
groupoid Ф' operates effectively on E (i.e. G' operates efi'ectively on JF) this definition 
of a connection on the fibre bundle E{B, F, G\ H, Ф') coincides with the one defined 
in [14]. On the other hand in general denoting by K' с Ф" the kernel of the operation 
as in (1.1) we see t h a t / Я : J'{B, Ф) -> Г{В, Ф1К), where П : Ф -^ Ф\К is the natural 
projection, takes any connection in Ф' into a connection in the associated effective 
groupoid of operators {Ф1К)\ Conversely, X, X ' e О''(ф') are projected into the 
same element of connection with respect to the associated efî"ective groupoid (Ф/i^)' 
ШХ' =X .^, where ^ e J\B, К), oi{C) = x, ß{C) = x and a^ = b^ = ) ; (cf. (1.12)). 
It has been shown in [5] that if Ф' is a locally trivial differentiable groupoid of 
operators on the manifold E then a connection of any order and any type always 
exists. Note that if Ф* is not locally trivial the о''(Ф") may be empty. E.g. if X* is the 
stable subgroupoid of a diff*erentiable groupoid of operators defined above in ( l . l ) 
we see that it is itself a differentiable groupoid of operators (however, not even transi­
tive), but Q,\K') is empty. 
We have given here four equivalent characterizations of higher order connections 
on a fibre bundle E. We see that the connection depends essentially upon the principal 
fibre bundle associated with E and in fact, one can define a higher order connection 
applying only the principal fibre bundle (cf. [ l ] , [2]) as it is the case with г = 1 e.g. 
in [14]. We shall obtain these characterizations as special cases of the results of the 
following chapter. 
In order to accomplish these introductory parts we give now the definition of the 
projection and prolongation of a higher order connection as introduced by Ehresmann 
in [5] (cf. also [1]) in a more detailed notation. 
Thus let again Ф* be a locally trivial difi'erentiable groupoid. Denote by n : 
: J^(B, Ф)-^ J*'~\B, Ф) the natural projection. Its restriction defines a bundle 
projection TIQ'.Q'-^Q''-^. In fact, if Z e Q' we have a(7cZ) - a(Z), ß{nX) = n ß{X) = 
= a(Z), anX = naX = f^'^x) ^^^ ^^^ = Ja(x\- Especially if Z : Б -> g** is a non-
holonomic connection of order r then the non-holonomic connection of order r — 1 
TCQX : Б ~> ß**"^ is called the projection of X. Thus a non-holonomic connection of 
order r defines by subsequent projections a sequence of connections of orders one to 
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г — 1. If the starting connection is semi-holonomic then this sequence consists of 
semi-holonomic connections and if it is a holonomic connection the sequence con­
sists of holonomic ones. 
Conversely, given a non-holonomic connection Z : В -> Q** we define its prolonga­
tion, which is a non-holonomic connection of order г + 1, as follows. Denote by 
Xi : Б "> Q^ the projection of X. If и e В denote by и-> Ци) the local mapping 
from В into Ф such that X^(u) = fj^. Note that Ци) = и, ^nd jl{v -> a ^v)) = 
= JI Jl{v-^bUv))=jl imply jl{v-^ jl[a ^v)]) == jl{v-^ flu-]) and jl{v^ 
-.fib ф)-]) = jliv-^rlv-]). Define 
(2.10) X^u) = jlX . jl{v -> JllUv)-]) e r^\B, Ф). 
The composition here is really defined since aj\X = jlaX = jl{v --> )J) and bjl{v -> 
- ПЩ] = Jl{v - fib Ф)-]) = jl{v -. JO. We have X'{u) e ß-^^ In fact и -. 
-. X'{u) is clearly differentiable and a(Z'(w)) = u, ß{X'{u)) = û , flLi'^)] = ", 
aX^u) = ajliv -> fmv)-]) = ji{v -> aflUv)]) = ji{v -> Л[а ф)] = f^' and 
bX'{u)^jlbX=^f,^\ 
Thus (2.10) defines the prolongation X' of the non-holonomic connection X. 
Note that %QX' = X follows immediately from (2.10). Especially let X : Б -^ ß^ be 
a first order connection in Ф* and define recurrently X^ — X and X^ let be the prolon­
gation of the connection Xy_i, r > 1. From (2.10) we obtain the recurrent formula 
(2.11) xlu) = jl{v -> x,^,{v).f;-\^)]), 
where X{u) = ji^„, i.e. ^J^v) e Ф for f in a neighbourhood of w e Б. We call the 
members of this sequence {X^,}^^^ simple connections in Ф* generated by X. 
Proposition 2.1. ([5]) / / Ф* is a locally trivial differentiable groupoid then each 
simple connection in it generated by a first order connection X^ = X : В ~> Q^ 
is a semi-holonomic connection. 
Proof. Note that an element Y{u) e ]'(¥„, V^, ue V„, a Y(u) = w is semi-
holonomic by definition iff* Y{u) = j^a^ = il{v -> (̂ „(и)), where GJ^V) is semi-holo­
nomic for all I? in a neighbourhood of и and 
(2.12) ji(r-^(7t(T„)(i;)) = <7„(u). 
Now it is easy to prove by induction that if r ^ 1 then each X (̂w), и e В h semi-
holonomic. Suppose namely that Х^.{и), r ^ 1 is semi-holonomic for all ueB and 
write X^+i(w) = jĵ ö-ĵ . We see from the definition (2.11) of X^+I(M) that v -> aj^v) 
is a semi-holonomic section and also that the relation (2.12) to prove follows from 
the same formula since nXf+i{v) = X^{y) and {„(w) = u. Thus also Xr+i{u) is 
semi-holonomic for all w G Б and this completes the proof. 
Finally let us make the following remark. If Ф' is a differentiable groupoid of 
operators on the manifold E such that Ф^ is locally trivial one may construct the fibre 
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bundle й^Фв) which can be canonically identified with the subspace of J^E, Ф) 
consisting of such elements X e J\E, Ф), (x{X) = z for which aX = Jz[K^)] ^^^ 
X .)\— jl. The corresponding associated groupoid of operators having been identi­
fied in chapter 1 with the subspace of such Ye J\E, Ф) for which aY = fa(j)P and 
Y.jlç^^^ e tVE, we get the composition rule Ye Ф ,̂ X e 0!'{ФЕ), Z = a(7) = a{X) => 
(2.13) YmX = {Y.X.j:[ß{aY)']){Y.r^-' , 
which is well defined and can be obtained as a special case from the general composi-
tion rule (2.1). 
3. (Г, ^)-CONNECTIONS ON FIBRE BUNDLES 
Denote by ^ the category of differentiable manifolds (including dimension zero), 
and by <f ̂ ) the category of fibred manifolds. Objects in S' are pairs (Б, C) of differen­
tiable manifolds (identified with the pairs of identities on them) with a differentiable 
mapping Pß = p : С -^ В which is onto, and morphisms in S' are pairs (/, F) : 
: (Б^, Cl) -^ (Б2, C2) of differentiable mappings such that pF = fp. Further denote 
by ^^ the subcategory of ^ consisting of all locally trivial fibred manifolds with a Lie 
structure group, i.e. of all fibre bundles. This is a complete subcategory. Finally 
denote by S'^ «= ̂ ^ the subcategory of all vector bundles, (B, C) being a vector bundle 
iff the structure group is a subgroup of a linear group. In this case the mappings F 
are supposed linear on each fibre of (B^, C^). 
Denote by J'" the category of differentiable sections in all the fibre bundles J''(F„, F^) 
with basis V„. The objects or unities are differentiable manifolds or r-flots of identities 
on these manifolds. Let further / e J'' denote any section x -> ji[x]. Thus each f is 
a section in J''(F„, F„). One defines analogously the subcategories J** с J*" of J**. 
Definition 3.1. A connector «^ is a covariant functor from the category ^ into the 
category S' with the following properties: 
(Tl) ^ assigns to each differentiable mapping/a morphism (/, ^{f)) of ^, especially 
to the manifold В a fibred manifold (Б, ^{B)); 
(T2) there exists for each differentiable manifold В a differentiable injection tß = 
= L : В -^ ^(B) such that pt = id^, and if / is a differentiable mapping then 
(T3) if/ is a differentiable mapping which is injective of maximal rank (i.e. inducing 
an injection of the corresponding tangent bundles) then the same is true about 
^) For the sake of simplicity we omit the composition symbol in the notation of the categories 
^, ê" and their subcategories since the composition is here evident. 
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(Т4) if В consists of only one point, В = [с] then the same holds about ^{B), 
i.e. ^(B) = {tc}. 
We say that the connector ^ is into i^iff^isa subcategory of S' and ^ takes values 
in 1Г. 
First note that if ^ is into "/̂  с S'^ then (T2) implies that each iß is injective of 
maximal rank. According to (T3) if 5^ is a submanifold injected and regularly imbed-
ded into B2 then we can suppose also ^{B^) c= «^(^2), i.e. denoting by j : B^ -> B2 
this inclusion we identify ^{Bi)mth^{j) ^{B^ <= ^ ( ^ 2 ) . Note that this identifica-
tion takes Pß^ into the restriction of Pß^ and iß^ into the rectriction of iß^ (cf. (Tl) 
and (T2)), and if/ : Б2 -> Б2 is a differentiable mapping hen ^ ( / | B I ) = ^{f)\^(^Bi) 
since/|j5j = fj impHes ^{f\ß^ = ^{f) ^{j)- To simplify the notations this conven-
tion is employed throughout the paper. It justifies the following 
Lemma 3.1. (cf. lemma 1.3). Let B^ be a submanifold injected and regularly 
imbedded into the differentiable manifold B2. Let B2 be another differentiable 
manifold and f,f' : B2 -> B2 differentiable mappings such that x e B^ <>fx '='f'x, 
and let ^ be a connector. Then X e ^{B^) о ^{f) X = ^{f) X. 
Pr о о f. In fact, with the above notations, / / = f'j imphes S'{f) 3r[j) = 3r{f') S'{j), 
Lemma 3.2. If ЗГ is a connector, then ^\k\ = [^/c], i.e. ^ takes constant mappings 
into constant mappings. 
Proof. We have [k] iB^ -> Б2, кеВ2=><^{к} с ^ ' ( ^ 2 ) . According to (T4), 
^{fc} consists of only one point {ik} and thus =^[fe] : ^(B^) -^ {ik} cz ^ ( ^ 2 ) ihust 
be of the form [ifc]. 
Definition 3.2. A connector ^ is called /oca Z if U с В open imphes ^{U) = 
= {X G r{B) I pX e U]. 
Lemma 3.3. Letf : Bi -> B2 be differentiable and let there exist an open covering 
of B2 such that for each U of this covering there exists a differentiable mapping 
gu :U -^ ВI satisfying fgu = id^;. Then ^ being a local connector, ^{f) : ^(Bi) -> 
-^ £^{B2) is a projection of maximal rank. 
Proof. We have ^{f) ^(дц) = id^(i/) hence each ^(U) belongs to Im ^(f) and 
since the ^{U) cover «^(^2), ^{f) is onto. 
Lemma 3.4. / / ^ is a connector into êj^ then ix is the zero element in ^(ß)^for 
each differentiable manifold В and each xe B. 
Proof. Take B^ = {c], i.e. dim B^ = 0. Then tc is the zero element in ^(B^). If 
n o w / : Б1 -» Б is such that / (c) = x we have ix == tf{c) = ^{f) tc and this is again 
a zero element since i^ ( / ) is linear on ^{B^. 
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Now we are passing to the most general definition of a connection on a fibre 
bundle or, as a matter of fact, in a locally trivial differentiable groupoid. As in the 
preceding denote by E any fibre bundle with the basis B, fibre type F, structure 
group G' and associated principal bundle Я . Let Ф' = HH~^ be its associated 
groupoid. 
Definition 3.3. Let E = E{B, F, G\ H, Ф') be a fibre bundle and let ^ be a con­
nector into f^ cz S'. A ( i r , ^)'Connection on E is a, mapping Ж : ̂ (В) -> ^{Ф) 
such that 
(Cl) i^,^) belongs t o - Г ; 
(C2) ^ ( b ) X = id^(^, ; 
(C3) ^{a) ^ = tp, 
where a, b : Ф -^ В have the usual meanings. 
First note that if f̂  с iT' с # then each (iT, ^)-connection is a {i^\ ^)-con-
nection and if f̂  с iT' is a complete subcategory and ^ is into V then each (i^\ ЗГ)-
connection is a {i^, .^)-connection. Thus one could restrict himself to the case when 
all the objects in i^ are of the form (Б, ^{В)). 
Thieorem 3.1. Let there exist an isomorphism (i, /) of the category J** (^or T, or У) 
onto the category i^ satisfying 
(3.1) i{Z)x^ß{z;); 
(3.2) / ( / / ) = ^ ( / ) ; 
(3.3) I{r) =cp, 
where Z '.x -^ Zy. is a differentiable section in some J''(F„, F^) {or T{y„, F^), or 
J^{Vn, F^)). Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between (i^, ^yconnections 
and non-holonomic (or semi-holonomic, or holonomic) connections of order r in the 
sense of Ch. Ehresmann (cf. definition 2.3). 
Proof. We shall deal only with the non-holonomic case. A (f", c^)-connection 
determines uniquely a section Z in J\B, Ф). From (3.1) and (Cl) we get j8(Z .̂) = x. 
Since ^ = l{Z) we get from the covariance of (i, / ) and from (3.2) the transformation 
of (C2), (C3) into bZ = /~"^(id^(ß)), aZ = l~\ip) respectively and hence according 
to (3.3) the required conditions for Z e ö^ Conversely let Z be a section in 2*̂  с 
с: J\B, Ф). Then i{Z) x = x because of (3.1) and ß{Z^) = x. Thus ( - , /(Z)) e Г. 
The relations (C2), (C3) are established analogously as in the above case. 
Now we are going to give some concrete examples of connectors and (iT, ^ ) -
connections which will not only serve as an illustration to the general theory develop-
ped in the sequel, but also give rise to several equivalent formulations of the definition 
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of higher order connections, as contained in [1], [2], [12], from a unified point of 
view. 
Define the local connector Jl{Vp, .) as follows. Vp is a fixed differentiable manifold 
and s is a fixed point in it. The assignement is given by Б -» (В, Jl{Vp, В)) and 
Jl{Vp,f)Z = ffZ, where in the last term we have the composition of jets. The 
projection p is in this case the target mapping ß and for xe В we define x = 
= j j [^] ^ Jl{^p> ^)- It is not difficult to see that this is really a local connector. In 
fact Jl{Vpj)tx =ffjl[x']=jllf{x)] = tf{x) and (T3) follows from the local 
expression for the composition of jets (cf. lemma 1.2), the other properties being 
evident. Analogously one defines Jl{Vp, .) and Jl{Vp, .). 
If £ is a fibre bundle we can define a (^, Jl{Vp, .))-connection in it which generalizes 
the notion of a non-holonomic connection of order r. Since ^ does not satisfy the 
assumptions of theorem 3.1, we need to restrict the category <f in order to obtain the 
Ehresmann's higher order connections. For this purpose we connect with each 
Jl{Vp, .) a category denoted by Cl{Vp, .), where the objects are exactly all the fibre 
bundles (JB, Jl{Vp, B)) and morphisms are all those of the form (/, F) with F : 
: Jl{Vp, J^i) -> Jl{Vp, В2) given by F(X) = Zß^xy^^ where x -> Z^ is a differentiable 
section in J\B^, В2) and f(x) ^ ß{Z^), Denoting i{Z) = / and /(Z) = F we see at 
once that theorem 3.1 applies to Cl{Vp, .). We get again the same definitions and 
results in the semi-holonomic and holonomic cases. 
We call a jet Z e J%B^, B2) injective if the relation Ye J\B, B^) -> ZYe Г{В, B2) 
is injective. If this holds for some В then it holds for each differentiable manifold. 
In fact, suppose ZY = ZY\ where 7, Y' e J\ß\ B^). We have then for each X e 
€ r{B, B% ß{X) = a ( r ) , the relation ZYX = ZY'X which implies YX = Y'X, but 
this means Y = Y\ Note that if each Z^ defined above is injective then the correspond-
ing (/, F) is an injection in the category CJ(Fp, .). One could also give a charateriza-
tion of injective jets by means of their local expressions. 
We write also T^ instead of Jo{R^^ •) and analogously in the semi-holonomic and 
holonomic cases. Thus elements of Т [ ( Б ) are non-holonomic /с''-velocities on B, 
Denote by T^^j,{B) the vector bundle over В of fc''-vector s on Б, i.e. the vector bundle 
dual to the vector bundle of /c'*-covelocities (non-holonomic), T^J^B)^ = Т ^ * ( Б ) * 
and f[^{B)^ = {^eJl{B,R^)\ß{^) = 0}. This defines a local connector assigning 
to В the vector bundle (B, Т^д(Б)) and to the differentiable mapping / the mapping 
(/, ЫЛ) defii^ed by <n , , ( / ) Z ^ O = <Z, èfjy, p{Z) = X, a(^) = f{x), ex being 
defined as the zero element in f^j,{B)^, We shall show explicitly only (T3). Thus 
suppose <Z, ^Jlfy = <Z', ^fxfy for all £, with a(^) = / (x) , where / is injective of 
maximal rank. This means that there exists a g defined in a neighbourhood of / (x) 
such that gf = id in a neighbourhood of x and thus ff(^x)9fxf = fx- Consequently 
if r is any element of f f (Б), we have ^' = ^7/(x)6fj:/and hence <Z, ^'У = <Z^ Г>. 
This implies Z = Z\ i.e. fr,k{f) is injective. More generally, if Л is a fixed vector 
space, denote by fr,k{^> ̂ ) the vector bundle of all linear mappings from T^*(Б)^, 
X e В into Ä. This gives rise (at least if Ä is of finite dimension) to local connectors 
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f^^j,{., Ä). The local connectors 7;д(., .4) and Т^,^(., A) are defined analogously. 
We connect again with each ? ,̂fc(., A) a category Q,?((., A), where the objects are 
exactly all the vector bundles (Б, Tr,k{B, A)) and morphisms are all those of the form 
(/, F) with F : f^^lB,, A) -> fr,iB2.^A) given by <F(X), О - <^, ^Z,>, where 
X -> Z^ is a differentiable section in J\B^, B2) and / (x ) = i5(Z^). Now theorem 3.1 
applies again to Cr^ui-^ ^ ) - Analogously in the semi-holonomic and holonomic cases. 
Lemma 3.5. Each linear mapping Ji(-ßi, R^) -> ^^(^2? ^^) preserving the targets 
of jets can be uniquely expressed as ^ -^ ^X, where X e JI{B2, B ^ ) , ß{X) = x. 
Proof. In fact, we get in a fixed system of coordinates ^? ~> fi^- = <??Xj and XJ 
are thus the components of the required X. 
This lemma shows that there is a natural isomorphism between the connectors Tl 
and Ti^fc(., î ^* ® jR )̂ since each element of T^J^B, jR *̂ ® R^) can be interpreted as 
a Hnear mapping J^{B, R^) -^ JI{R^, R^) preserving the zero target in R^, More 
precisely, there are isomorphisms T^^u{B, R^^ ® R^)<r^ Т1{В) commuting with the 
morphisms of the categories and taking the first corresponding connector into the 
second one. In this way one can entirely identify the pairs (Cj д(., î '̂ * ® jR'̂ ), 
Tuki'^R^^ ® R^)) and (Co(il^ . ) ' Tl). Moreover lemma 3.5 shows that both these 
categories are complete subcategories of S'L. This means especially that each 
(S'L, T^)-connection is authomatically a (Cj(R^ .), Tfc)-connection and each (^j^, 
Tj^,k{">R^^ ® i^^))-connection is authomatically a (Ci,fc(., R^^ ® R% T^Д., R^^ ® 
® i?.'^))-connection and according to theorem 3.1 both they are in a one-to-one cor­
respondence with the usual first order connections. 
Returning to the general case let 5^ be a connector as above. If B^, B2 are differen-
tiable manifolds, there is a canonical morphism in <f 
(3.4) (id^^xB,, ^Щ) X H^i)) : (^1 x Б^, ^{В^ x Б^)) ^ 
-> (Б, X Б^, ^{В,) X ^ ( Б , ) ) . 
If ЗГ is local, this morphism is onto (lemma 3.3). We denoted here as usual by п^ 
or 7Ü2 the canonical projection of the cartesian product onto its first or second 
component respectively. On the other hand if x e Б^ is a fixed point, denote by 
f : B2 -^ Bi X Б2 the canonical injection taking rj into (x, rj) and analogously 
define f '.B^-^Bi x Б2 for a fixed у e Б2. 
Definition 3.4. A connector ^ is called regular if for any two differentiable mani­
folds ВI and Б2 the morphism (3.4) is one-to-one. A connector ^ is called 5^mi-
re^wJarifforany two differentiable manifolds Б^ and Б2 there exists a morphism Ji,2 • 
: ЗГ{В^) X ^ (Б2) -^ ^{B^ X Б2) such that {^{n^) x ^(712))L,2 = '^^sr^B,)^eriB,y 
and 
(3.5) 2Г{Г) Y = Ji.2(tx, У) ; ^ ( / ) X = Ji,2(X, tJ') 
for each x e Bj , j» e Вз, Z e y ( B i ) and Ye ^{В^. 
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Note that each regular connector is semi-regular since 'iti{^{n^ x ^{n^)) • 
. ^ ( / ) Y = ЗГ{п,) ^{f) Y == ^{Tiif) Fand this is equal to ^ ( H ) Y = cX if i = 1 
and to7 i f ï = 2. 
Lemma 3.6. / / the connector ^ is onto S^ ^hen it is semi-regular if (x, У) -^ 
->• ^{r) Y and {X, y) -> ^(f)X are differentiable mappings from B^ x .^(^2) 
and ^{B^ X B2 respectively into ^{B^ x B^). 
Proof. First note that in this case (3.4) defines a linear mapping from ^{Bi x В2) 
into er(Bi) e «^(^2)- Now it suffices to put / ^^ (Z + 7) = ^{f^)X + ^{f^) Y, 
Especially the connectors 51.д(., Ä), 7].,/,(., Л) and T ,̂fe(., A) are semi-regular. We 
shall show recurrently that each connector Jl{Vp, .) is regular. Thus suppose that 
{ha)7' : K'iVp. B,) X r.-'iVj,, B2) -> J^iv^. B, x Б^) is defined for all x in 
a neighbourhood of s and satisfies (J^ 2)^ '̂̂  (/"^^i-Z, /~^7Ü2Z) = Z for each Z e 
6 J r 4 n . ' ßi X ^2) and r'n.ihJ^-'iX, Y) = X, r'n.ih,,):-' (X, Y) = Y for 
each X e J','\V^, B,) and Уе J',''{¥,,, B2). If we now put (Ji.zX (^ ' У) = jli^ ^ 
-)• (Ji _2)x" ^{Q, 0")) where Z = JIQ and F = j ^ er, we get easily the required relation also 
for (/1,2)5- Thus we have established the regularity of Jl{Vp, .) and de facto also of 
J:{V„ '.) and Jl{V„ .). 
In general the connectors î ; ^ ( . , Л) need not be regular. Namely the rela­
tion ii,2(cr(7Ci) Z + ^(712) Z) = Z is now of the form <Z, C/ ( / ) /7 r i> + 
+ <Z, С>(Г)/7Г2> == <Z, 0 for each С e f f C ^ i x B2\,,y^. pZ = (x, y). But it can 
be seen that even for holonomic С the expression C/(id x [3;]) + C/([x] x id) need 
not be equal to С unless г = L In fact if r = 1 we have С = ]{х,у)<^ and j^(cr(id x 
^ M ) + / ( 4 ^ ] ^ ^^)) ^̂  equal to the 1-jet at (x, y) of (u, v) -> a{u, y) + (т(х, и) 
which is the same as that of {u, v) --> (j{u, v). This mens that î^^^(., Л) is regular iff 
г = 1. One can also see that there is a commutative diagram 
(3.6) ТЦВ,) X Tl{B2) < > T,,,{B„ R'^ ® R') X T,,lB2, R'^ ® R^) 
t t 
Tl{B, X B2) < > T,^,{B, X Б2, i^'* ® i^') 
where the correspondences in the rows are given by the natural isomorphisms 
between Tl and T^^j.^., î *"* ® R^), and those in columns are given by the regularity 
of the corresponding connectors. 
Let now again . ^ be a general connector and suppose it is semi-regular. We shall 
define the prolongation of a composition law as follows. Let the composition 
(p : M cz B^ X Б2 "> JB2 be given by (p(z, z') = z . z\ where JB ,̂ Б2, M are differen­
tiable manifolds, M being injected and regularly imbedded into B^ x B2 and ç is 
differentiable. Suppose now Z e ^{B^), Z' e ^{B^), Jiai^, Z') e ^{M) and put 
(3.7) Z,Z' = ЗГ{ср) h ,2(Z, Z') G ЗГ{В2) . 
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We have p{Z . Z') = (ppJi^2{^, Z') = (p{pZ, pZ') = pZ . pZ' and iz, iz' = .^((p) . 
. i{z, z') = i{z . z'). In the case of three components this composition is associative if 
the underlying composition is associative. 
Suppose now that the semi-regular connector ^ is also local and let Ф' be a differ­
entiable groupoid, a and b as usual being its right and left unit projections respec­
tively. Applying the above procedure we get in this way a differentiable groupoid 
structure in ЗГ{Ф), the units being, by means of lemma 3.3, exactly all the elements 
of ^{B) CZ ^{Ф), where В is the manifold of all units in Ф\ The composition Z . Z ' 
of two elements Z, Z' e ^{Ф) is defined iff ^{a) Z = ЗГ{Ь) Z\ In fact if we take in 
lemma 3.1 B^ = M, B2 = Ф x Ф, B2 = B, f = an^ and / ' = Ьп2, we have Ye 
e ^ ( M ) <:> £Г{ащ) Y = ^{Ьп2) Y and thus J^^2{^, Z') e ^{M) о ^{a) ^{щ) . 
.Ji,2(Z,Z') - ^{b)^{7i2)]i,2{^,Z% i.e. ^{a)Z = ^{b)Z\ The inverse of Z is 
^ ( ( T ) Z , where cr : Ö -> ö~^ in Ф\ Further from b{z . z') = bz, i.e. b ç{z, z') = 
= b ni{z, z') we get for ^{d) Z = ^{b) Z' the relation еГ(Ь) (Z . Z') = ^{Ьщ) . 
. Ji^2(2^ • ^ 0 = ^{b) Z and analogously ^{a) (Z . Z') = ^{a) Z\ From these rela­
tions we obtain now easily all the axioms of the differentiable groupoid «^(Ф)* 
with the right and left unit projections ^[a) and ^(b) respectively. Note that if ^ 
is into S'L then the above composition in ^(Ф)' defines a linear mapping of a sub-
bundle of ^ (Ф) ® =Г(Ф) into ^ (Ф) . 
If the differentiable groupoid Ф' is a differentiable groupoid of operators on the 
manifold E then ^(Ф) is a differentiable groupoid of operators on the manifold ^{É)^ 
the composition Z . X, Z e ^ (Ф) , X e ^{É) being defined iff ^{p) X = ^{a) Z, 
where p : E -> Б is the natural projection. Suppose now that Ф* is locally trivial, i.e. 
let {[/} be an open covering of Б such that for each such U there exists a differentiable 
mapping ви :U "> Ф with ав^ = c, bdjj = ïdu. For each Ü we define now Ojj : 
: ^{U) -> ^^(Ф) as Su = ^(Öu). We have ^(a) Ou = ^(авц) = ^ ( М ) = ĉ and 
^ ( Ь ) 0̂ .̂ = ^(idt;) = id^(t;). Thus also ^ ( Ф ) ' is locally trivial and if £ = Е(Б, F, 
G\ Я , Ф*) then analogous considerations as in the first chapter lead to the conclusion 
that ^(E) is a fibre bundle 
(3.8) ^{E) (^ (Б) , ^{РУ^ 1С, 3r{G)\ ЗГ{Н\ ^(Ф) ' ) . 
Hereby ^{Н) c ^[Ф) is a principal fibre bundle characterized by the equation 
^{a) Z =^ ic and <^(G)' c: ^ ( Ф ) ' is a Lie group characterized by the equations 
^{a) Z = £Г{Ъ) Z = ec. On the other hand if Ö' e G is fixed, we have g : H -^ H 
and thus ^{g) : ^ ( Я ) -> ^ ( Я ) . 
Lemma 3.7. / / the local connector ^ is semi-regular then for each g eG and 
Z e ЗГ{И) we have 
(3.9) r{g)Z = Z,tg. 
Proof. From g :z-> cpfz we get ^{g) Z = ^{(p) ^{f) Z which by means of 
(3.5) and (3.7) is equal to ^{(p)]i,2{^, щ) = ^ - Щ-
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Note that if c^ = Т{ then the operation given by (3.9) corresponds to the classical 
one denoted e.g. in [14] by Rg. Analogously if E e H~^ then 5"(й) Z = Z. tE for 
each Z e ЗГ(Н). 
Denote by ^e(G) the subset of all elements ZQ in ^(G) for which PZQ = e = C. 
Each element Ze 5^(G) can be uniquely written as Z = ZQ . eg, where g e G and 
ZQ e ^e(G). In fact it suffices to take ZQ = Z . tapZ and g = pZ. 
Lemma 3.8. / / the local semi-regular connector ^ is into Si^ then for each ZQ, ZQ e 
e ^IG) we have ZQ ,ZQ = ZQ + Z'Q, 
Proof. From lemma 3.6 we have ZQ . Z ; = еГ(с?) ( ^ ( / ) Zo + ^ ( / ) Z^) = 
= ZQ , le + te, ZQ, 
Corollary. / / the local semi-regular connector ^ is into S'^ and ZQ e ^ 1(J), 
X E ЗГ{Н) then X.ZQ=X + tpX. ZQ. 
Note again that if ^ = Tl, 3rJ^G) is the Lie algebra of G and h -^ th . ZQ is the 
fundamental vector field Z j corresponding to ZQ e ^e{G) (cf. [14]). 
We can now define the infinitesimal ^-displacements of the fibre E^ as elements 
of ^ ( Ф ) ^ , where Г{Фу = {Z e ^{Ф)\ pZ e В, ^{a)Z = ipZ\ Denote further 
by ^{B)\G* the set of all right cosets with respect to the action of G* upon ^(B) 
endowed with the natural coset differentiable structure. If we now denote 
n :Z -> Z , lapZ ; 
UQ : Z -> Z . iG ; 
^ :Z , iG -^ Z , lapZ its inverse being 
/""^ : Z -^ Z , tO, where Ö e Я is any such that Ьв = pZ , 
we get a commutative diagram 
^(я) 
* ^ ЙГ " ^ 
^ ( ф ) + ^ ^ ^(H)lG'. 
We have (^(B), ^(H)) e ^, {^{В), ^{ФУ) e ê, {^{В), ^{H)JG') e S, (B, ЗГ{Н)) e 
e ê, (idfl, 7t(,) 6 ê, (id^, л) e <f and also 
(3.10) ( 5 , ^ ( Ф ) + ) б ^ , {B,Sr{n)\G-)BS, {~,j)e^, ( id^ , / ) e ^ , 
where j : ̂ (Ф)* -*• а^(Ф) is the natural injection. It is not difficult to see that if ^ 
is into ^ j , then in (3.10) the category é can be replaced by <?̂ ,. 
Theorem 3.2. Let ^ be a local semi-regular connector. Then each {V, ^)-
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connection ^ on a fibre bundle Е(В, F, G\ H, Ф') can be uniquely characterized 
by a differentiable section ^ in the fibred manifold {^{В), ^ (Ф)^) satisfying 
(3.11) ( ^ , J ^ ) G i r , 
or by a differentiable section ^ in the fibred manifold {^{В), ^(H)IG') satisfying 
(3.12) {^,j/^)er. 
The theorem is an immediate consequence of our previous discussion. Note that 
if f̂  = ^ then the conditions (3.11) and (3.12) are automatically fulfilled and if 
i^ = S'L they can be replaced by (id^, ^ ) e S'L and (id^, Jf) e S'^ respectively. Note 
that in the case f^ = S'L and .T = Тд,д this theorem yields the definition of semi-
holonomic connections of order q brought in [12], in general not equivalent with 
that of Ehresmann (cf. theorem 3.1). 
Definition 3.5. A category 'îT с ^ is called local if it has the following properties: 
(1) If (/, F) : {Bi, Ci) -> (^2, C2) belongs to f" and t/ с B^ is open, then also the 
restriction {f\u, i |̂p-i(L/)) : {U, р-Щ) -> {W, p~\W)), where f{U) cz W a B^ 
and Wis open, belongs to f^, 
(2) If [JJ] is an open covering of the differentiable manifold Б^, {В^, C^) and 
(J52, C2) belong to i^ and if in each U there is a morphism [f^, Fu) : 
: {U, /7"^((7)) -> {B2, С2) from f^ such that these morphisms coincide in the 
intersection of their domains, then (/, F) : (JB ,̂ C^) -> {B2, C2), obtained from 
them by "superposition", also belongs to f^. 
_Note that the categories S, S\ S^, СЦУ^, .), СЦУ^, .), Cl{Vp, .^ \u{.,Ä), 
C^ fe(., A) and Cy fc(., A ) are all local. In general if i^ is isomorphic with J'' or J** or J**, 
then it is local. 
Theorem 3.3. Let ^ be a local semi-regular connector into a local category У. 
Then each {i^, ^yconnection ^ on a fibre bundle E(B, F, G\ Я , Ф') can be uniquely 
characterized by prescribing for each he H a subspace <^{H)^ of ^(H\ satisfying 
(1) s-{b)3r{H)t =^:r{B\,; 
(2) ^ ( Я ) + = ^{H)t . igfor each geG; 
(3) there exists an open covering {U} of В such that for each U there is an injective 
morphism {S,jj, Вц) : (U, ^{U)) -> (Я, ^ ( Я ) ) belonging to У and satisfying 
H^ = lev and г^,(^(Л),) = ^(Я);„(,). 
Proof. Let J" be a {f", ^)-connection on E. Let U be any fixed open subset of В 
given by the local triviality of Ф', i.e. u -»̂  ö„ is a difierentiable mapping U -* Ф 
with ав„ = с and Ъв„ = и. Denote by X^ the restriction of ЗС to ^{U) <= ^{в). 
Since r is local, ( ~ , ^p) : {U, ^{U)) -> {а'Щ n b-^(t7), ^(a- i ( t7) n b'^U))) с 
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с (Ф, ^(Ф)) belongs to Г as well as ( Л , ^ ( / ^ ) ) : ( a - ^ ^ ) n b- i ( l / ) , ^{a-\\J) n 
П Ь i([/))) ^ (Я, ^ ( я ) ) given b y ^ ( z ) = z . Ö,,. Thus also {U E^) = ( ^ , ^ ( / ^ ) ) . 
. ('^, ^i/) belongs to ir. We have the formula 
(3.13) S^Z == ^ ^ Z . .0^2 . 
In fact, denote by Ф^=.{уе a~\U) n b'^U) \ay = zeU} and let f, = /^|ф^. 
Analogously as in lemma 3.7 we have ^ ( Л ) Y = Y, св^ for all Ye ЗГ{Ф^ and since 
^{a) dCxjZ = i-pZ we get the relation (3.13) for each Z e ^^(l/). From there we can 
easily see that 'T{B)l = Ej^^iß)^^ . л^, where h = еи{Щ . ßf is defined indepen-
dently of the choice of U containing bh. We have also ^{b) S^Z = ^{b) ^Z = Z. 
Conversely suppose there are given subspaces as in the theorem and define the 
connection Ж by 
(3.14) ^ Z = }nE%Z , -pZeV , 
where E% = Ejjl^^ and J^; = 5"(b) E^ : 5^(1/) -> ^ ( l / ) is one-to-one. In fact, 
since Exj is injective this follows from (l). Note that ((^j;, S*) e 1Г. 
Next we are going to show that nE^Z does not depend on the choice of V, Thus 
let pZ=- zeV СЛ U\ If ^t;,(z) = f t;(z) . 7 for some 7 e G, we have Яс;,(еГ(Б),) = 
= Eij{^{B%) . ty and thus also Е^.СГ{В\) = Е^{^{В\) . ty. This means that for 
each Z e Sr{B\ one finds F(Z) such that Sj.(F(Z)) = S^Z . ty. But since ^ ( b ) E*, = 
= ^{b) E* = id^^y) we get F(Z) = Z and thus S*.Z = E^Z . ty which impHes 
nE^.Z = TtEyZ, Note that we have also 
SÎ{J'(B%),cg = ^{H)^^,,,,,. 
The relation p^Z == fz is evident, ^(fo) ^ Z = ^ ( b ) E^Z = Z and ^ ( a ) ^Z = 
= \r{a) {EuZ . capElZ) = mapE^Z = ip ^{b) E%Z = ^ Z . We first show that 
{^b, jft) belongs to 1Г. In fact, for each fixed hGH,{^b, ^{h"^))e 1Г andJii|p-1^^,) = 
^{hr^) and thus according to the locality of iT we have {'^b,jn) e i^. Further for 
each fixed U we have the decomposition ('^|c7, ^\зг(х])} = {'^Цьн-Чи)^]Щ^(Ьн-чи))) • 
. (( t̂j, E^) and hence again from the locality of f̂  we get ( '^, ^ ) e f̂  and this completes 
the proof. 
If ^ = 'f̂  J and t" = Cj.^i{,, R) then the assumptions of this theorem are those 
of the definition of a non-holonomic connection of order r in the form given in [1] 
and [2]. If here r = 1 then, as we have seen, one may replace Cii{.,R) by ^L 
without loss of generality and the ^{H)^ are exactly the horizontal linear subspaces 
of the tangent spaces to Я (cf. [14]). 
Suppose again that ^ is a local semi-regular connector into f̂ . If ^ is a (1Г, ^ ) -
connection on the fibre bundle E{B, F, G% Я , Ф') we call 
(3.15) V^Z = ^ ( ( T ) Ж^{р) Z.Z 
the absolute differential ofZ with respect to ^. The morphism (id^, V^) : (E, ^{E)) -> 
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-> {E, ^{E)) belongs to S and if iT с ^̂ ^ then it belongs even to ^£,. Note that the 
composition in (3.15) is defined since ^{a) J'{a) Ж^{р) Z = ^{b) ^ЗГ{р) Z = 
= ^{p) Z. Moreover we have, using the prolongation of р{в . z) = Ьв, the relation 
^{p) (еГ((т) Ж^{р) Z,Z) = ^{b) ^{G) ^^{P) Z = ip ЗГ{р) Z = ippZ, which means 
that 
(3.16) V^Ze.r{E,J. 
Analogous results are obtained if one replaces E by Я. If Z e ^{H) we define again 
a horizontal projection, called its absolute differential with respect to ^ , 
(3.17) V^Z = ^{G) Ж^{Ь) Z.Ze ^(Я,,^) • 
Define now for each Z e 5^(Н) the element 
(3.18) œ{Z) = tapZ.Y^Z . 
Note that the composition in (3.18) is always defined since ^(a) lapZ = ibpZ = 
= ^{b) V^Z. 
Theorem 3.4. Let ^ be a local semi-regular connector into a local category i^. 
Then each (o^, ^yconnection Ж on a fibre bundle E{B, F, G', H, Ф*) can be uniquely 
characterized by a differ entiable mapping œ : ^(Н) -^ ^eip) y^hich satisfies 
(1) œ{Z . Y) = lapY. œ{Z) . Y for each Z e ЗГ{Н) and Ye ^(G); 
(2) ( - b , ^ ) : (Я, ^{H)) -^ (Ф, ̂ (Ф)) belongs to iT, where ̂ Z = Z , ^(G) œ(Z). 
. lopZ, 
The correspondence between œ and Ж is given by (3.18). 
Proof. Let ^ be a connection and let со be given by (3.18). Since ^(fi) œ{Z) = 
= ЗГ{Ь) lapZ = lapZ = ic and pco(Z) = apZ . p ^(6) Ж^{Ь) Z ,pZ = apZ . a '-
- p ^{b) Z.pZ = rs. apZ = e we have really œ : ̂ (Я ) -> «^ (̂G). Further œ{Z . 7) = 
= i{apY. apZ) . ^{G) ЖЗГ{Ь) Z ,Z ,Y ША this gives (l). Analogously (2), since 
^Z = Ж^{Ь) Z. 
Conversely let œ be given as in the theorem and let {17} be a covering of В given 
by the local triviality of Ф". Thus for each U we have again a differ entiable section 
0f; : и "> Я and define Ж и = ШЗГ{ви) : ЗГ{и) -> ЗГ{Ф). We have clearly [^^^^)e 
e r and if Z e ег{и) n 3r{V') we get ^^Z = 0[^,Z. In fact, we have namely ^(b)X = 
= ^(b) X\ where X = ^(Q^ Z and X' = er{Q^) Z and this impUes Y = ^{G) X . 
. X' e ^(G). Thus using (l) one derives ^X' = ЩХ . 7) = Z . Г. ^{G) {mpY, 
. m{X) . Y). шрХ - Z . 7 . 3r{G) 7 . ^(cr) ш(Х) . ipY, шрХ = X . ^ (a ) œ{X) . 
. шрХ = J'Z. Therefore we can apply (2) of definition 3.5 and this gives ('^j ^ ) e -iT. 
One verifies now easily the relations ^{a) Ж = ip and <^(b) Ж = id (̂B) and com­
pletes the proof. 
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Note that if î '"" = ê then (2) is satisfied automatically and if f" = S'L then (2) 
can be replaced by assuming œ to be linear (cf. theorem 3.5). In general (l) in theorem 
3.4 induces œ{ch . Y) = œ{th) . Y for each he H and Ye ^Jfi) ^^^ ^{^ • щ) = 
= Ad {g~^) co(Z), where Z e ^{H), g e G and Ad {g~^) Y= tg~^ . 7 . eg. 
Lemma 3.9, Let ^ be a local semi-regular connector into Sj^ and let œ : ̂ {Н) -> 
-^ ^eip) ^^ linear and satisfy 
(3.19) œ{ih . У) - Y for each he H and Ye ^ iG\ 
(3.20) co(Z . ig) = Ad {g~^) Ö>(Z) /o r еас/г Z e .Г(Я) an J ^ e G. 
T/ien CO satisfies (l) o/ r/z^ theorem 3.4. 
Proof. We have for 7 G ,^(G) denoting ^ =: p 7 a n d YQ = У. edpFthe relation 
a}{Z . 7) = œ{Z . 7o . t̂ f) which equals by (3.20) and the corollary of lemma 3.8 
to Ad {g~^) (ö)(Z) + œ(ipZ . YQ)) and this is by means of (3.19) and lemma 3,8 equal 
to Ad {g~^) {o){Z). YQ) which is the required result tapY. co{Z) . YQ . ipY, 
If ^ is into ^L ^^^ CO is linear then necessarily co{ih) = œ for each he H. The 
following lemma shows the relation between theorem 3.3 and theorem 3.4. 
Lemma 3.10. Let £Г be a local semi-regular connector into a local f^. If 3C is 
a [y, ^yconnection on a fibre bundle E then ^{Н)^ given by theorem 3,3 and со 
given by theorem 3.4 satisfy 
(3.21) Z e ^{НУ о œ{Z) = te . 
Proof. With the notations in the proof of theorem 3.3 we have by means of (3.13) 
Ze^{H)^ oZ = ß^V.tOpy for some УеЗГ{В\^ and consequently Ö>(Z) = 
= ш{р^У, вру) . ^((т) ^ ^ ( Ь ) ^V. 6eV, свру = швру . ^{а) ^V. ^V, свру = i -
^ авру = le. Conversely if œ{Z) = te then V^Z = ipZ, i.e. Z = Ж^{Ь) Z. ipZ 
and there exists in a neighbourhood of bpZ a local section x -> 0̂ . such that ав^ = с, 
Ье^ = X and Obpz = P^. Thus Z e ^(H)^z-
Definition 3.6. A category f с ^ is called jîw^ if it has the following property: 
Let (/, F) : {B^, C^ -~> (^2, С2) belong to S' and let for each z еВ^ there exist 
(/,, F,) : (5 i , Ci) -> (Б2, C2) belonging to f̂  such that / , (z) = / (z ) and F,|^-,(,^ = 
= ^|p-i(.)- Then (/, F) belongs to iT. 
^ Note that all the categories ^ , .fj,, C,̂ (F ,̂ .), ^ ( F ^ , .), c:(F^, .), C„fe(.,^), 
C,.fc(., Л), C,,fc(., Ä) are fine. 
Tlieorem 3.5. Let ^ be a local semi-regular connector into a fine category У с êj^. 
Then each {i^, ^)-connection 5C on a fibre bundle E{B, F, G\ H, Ф*) can be uniquely 
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characterized by a linear differentiahle mapping oj : ^ (Я) -^ ^e{^) satisfying 
(3.19), (3.20) and 
(3.22) r Э (id,,, tp . a>) : (Я, ^ ( Я ) ) -^ (Я, .Г(Я)) , 
where the correspondence between Ж and œ is given again by (3.18). 
Proof. According to lemma 3.9 we need to show only that {^, Ж) e V impHes 
(3.22) and that (3.22) imphes (2) of theorem 3.4. Thus let ^ be a connection and 
since ^ is into êi^ we can write (idj,, ip .oy) ~ (id,,, V^) = (cp, ^{(p)) ( ^ b x 
X idn, Vi + V2), where V^Z - ^ ( / ^ ) У{а) ЖЗГ{Ь) Z and V2Z = ^{f^^^) Z. But 
since i^ is fine and (̂ ^ Ь x id^, Vi) e ^ we conclude that it belongs to ''T whereby for 
each heH WQ put Л(х) = {^bx,h) and Е^{Х) = ^ ( / ) ^((т) . ^^ (b ) X. Analo­
gously {^b X idjij, V2) e 1Г and hence also (idH,V^)ei^, Observing that on the 
other hand ^Z = Z . ^(a) [ipZ . m{zyj we prove analogously the second implication 
and complete the proof. 
This characterization of a connection coincides de facto in the case ЗГ = Т^д and 
i^ = Cr,i(-, i^) with the one given in [1] and [2], and if -V = T J it corresponds to 
the well known classical property (cf. [14]). 
We finish the paper with the following definitions and theorem which lead to 
a generalization of the notion of contact elements in order to give another characteri­
zation of some {f^, c^)-connections. 
Definition 3.1, Let Г be a semigroup with a single unit element, Г cz Г the subgroup 
of all it's inversible elements, and let there be given in Г a differentiahle structure 
compatible with the algebraic structure and inducing in Г a Lie group structure. We 
say that Г is a semigroup of operators on a category У a i^ or, briefly, that it 
operates on 'f" if there is a differentiahle mapping С x Г -^ С denoted by (Z, 7) -> 
-> Xy for each object (Б, C)ei^ satisfying 
(1) p{Xy) = pX for each Z e С and у e f ; 
(2) {Xy) y' = X{yy') and XI = X for any X e C, y,Y еГ and 1 denoting the 
unit element in Г; 
(3) (/, F) e IT => F{Xy) = F{X) у for each X e С and 7 G f. 
Note that if Г operates on f̂  then Г becomes a Lie group of right transformations 
in each C. If <^ is a local semi-regular connector into f^ we shall say that it is Г-related 
if ixy = IX for each xeB, уеГ and }i^2{^,Z')y = hai^y -^'у) for ^^ch pair 
Б1, B2 of differentiahle manifolds and each (Z, Z') e Зг(в^ x ^{B^), уеГ. This 
implies immediately that if (Z, Z') -^ Z . Z' is the «^-prolongation of a composition 
law then (Z ,Z'^y — Zy . Z'y, 
Point (3) of the above definition shows that each morphism (/, F) : (ß, С) -> 
-> {В\ С) which belongs to i^ induces a morphism 
(3.23) {fFr):{B,Clr)-^{B\Clr) 
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of the right Г-cosets, endowed with the natural coset differentiable structure, which 
belongs to ê. 
Definition 3.8. Let (Б, C) e i^. An element X G С is called regular if Xy = Xy' for 
y, y' G Г induces у = у'. An element X G С is called incident with an element X' e С 
if there exists у G Г such that X = X'y. 
Denote by C^ <ii С the subset of regular elements in С Each injective morphism 
of i^ takes regular elements into regular ones, and if a coset in C\F contains a regular 
element then all its elements are regular. Such a coset is then also called regular. 
Definition 3.9. An object (Б, C) of f̂  is called Г-simple if there exists in each fibre 
of (B, C) exactly one regular coset such that all the elements of this fibre are incident 
with some (and consequently with each) element of this coset. 
Definition 3.10. A category "Г on which the semigroup Г operates is called Г-
complete if for each (/, F) : {B, C) -> {B\ C) from S' with (Б, C), {B\ C) belonging 
to 1Г, (J5, C) being Г-simple and F satisfying F(Xy) = F(X) y, y G Г we have (/, F) e 
Finally note that if ^ is Г-related then ^{Ф)^ being defined as above is invariant 
under the action of Г. Especially one can define ^(Ф)^1Г cz ̂ (Ф)1Г and regular 
elements or cosets in ^(Ф)^. 
Tlieorem 3.6. Let ^ be a Г-related semi-regular local connector into a Г-complete 
category 'V, If (B, ^(В)) is Г-simple then a (f̂ , ^)-connection on a fibre bundle 
E{B, F, G\ Я , Ф') can be uniquely characterized by a differentiable section Ж^ 
in (Б, ^{ФУ1Г) such that ЗГ{Ь) ^r = ^{Bflr, 
Proof. Let Ж : ̂ {В) -> ^(Ф) be a (f", ^)-connection on E and define ^^ (̂z) = 
= ^(X^), where X^ is any regular element in ^(Б)^. This definition is clearly inde­
pendent of the choice of X^ and defines a differentiable sectioû in (Б, ^(Ф)^1Г). 
Conversely let Ж г be a diff*erentiable section in {B, ̂ {Ф)^1Г). We shall define ^ 
for each element of .^(5)*. Thus let Z G С^(Б)*. There exists exactly one element 
X = Ж{2) in the coset ^r{p'^) such that ^{b) X = Z. In fact if X' is any element in 
the coset S^r{pl) then ^{b) X' = Zy for some у G Г since 5"(Ь) X' belongs to the 
only regular coset in ^{В)^, Now if we put X = X'y"^ we find the required value 
of Ж at Z. Moreover we see immediately from the regularity of Z that this value is 
uniquely determined by Z. Since {B, ̂ {В)) is Г-simple we can completely define Ж 
by ^(Zy) = ^(Z) y. If now Z varies differentiably in a neighbourhood of z e J5, as 
well as the above defined X\ we see from the local expressions that the same is true 
about X and by means of the Г-completeness of "f WQ got {'^, Ж) ef^ which now 
means that it defines a (f ,̂ 5")-connection on E. 
Theorem 3.7. Let ^ be a F-related semi-regular local connector into a local 
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Г-complete category "f. If {В, ^{В)) is Г-simple then a {-f, ^Y^^nnection on 
a fibre bundle E{B, F, G\ H, Ф') can be uniquely characterized by ^ ^ifferentiable 
section /г -> iVft in (Я, ^{Н)1Г) with the properties 
(1) Nhg = Nj^.tg for each g e G; 
(2) ^ (b) iV, = ^ ( 5 ) * / r . 
Note that (2) implies N^ e ^{HyjT. 
Proof. Let h -^ Nj^hQ such a section and for each he H define ^(Н)^ as the set 
of all elements in ^{H)^ which are incident with an element of AT/j. Especially Nf^ cz 
с ^{H)^ . We shall show that the conditions of theorem 3.3 are satisfied. We have 
clearly ^{b) ^{H)^ = ^{B\h since for a fixed XeN^ the ^{H)^ consists of 
exactly all the elements Xy, у e Г and ^(b) X is regular. Further ^{H)^g = ^(H)j^ . 
. tg follows from (1). Construct the [^u> ^u) ^s follows. If {[/} is a sufficiently fine 
covering of В by open sets we have for each U a diflferentiable section ^u in (U, H). 
Further if /г -> Z;, is a local dififerentiable section in (Я, ^ ( Я ) ) with a suitable domain 
such that Xfj e AT,,, define for a fixed difi*erentiable section z -> Z in (C/, ^ ( t / )*) the 
local mapping Su by Su{Zy) = X^^^^-^y, Now it is not difficult to see that the ((Jc/, Su) 
thus defined has all the properties required in theorem 3.3. 
Conversely let there be given the subspaces ^{H)^ as in theorem 3.3. Let Nf, be 
the set of all regular elements of ^ ( Я ) contained in ^{И)^. They form a Г-coset. 
In fact, there is a one-to-one mapping S^\jj^ : ^{U)^^ -> ^ ( Я ) ^ defined in the proof 
of theorem 3.3 and such that {^u^ ̂ î) belongs to iT. Next we get easily N^g = Nl^. ig 
and ^{b) Nh = ^{В)^\Г. Especially AT̂  is not empty. It remains to show that h -> Nf^ 
is differentiable. U с В being given as above define the mapping b~'^{U) a H -^ 
-^ ^{H)lr by h = ^xj{x). g -» %(S'^(Z(x)). ig), where x -^ Z{x) is any difierentiable 
section in (l/, ^{U)^) and Uj- is the natural projection ^{H) -> ^{Н)1Г. This is 
a difî'erentiable mapping and assigns to h the coset iV/,. This completes the proof. 
We shall apply these considerations to the category Cl{Vp, .). If we denote by 
Jl{Vp) the semigroup of all non-holonomic r-jets from Vp into Vp with source and 
target s, we get a semigroup of operators on this category and the connector Jl{Vp, .) 
is J^(Fp)-related. It is not difficult to see that an element X e Cl{Vp, B) is regular iff" it 
is an injective jet and that (Б, Jl{Vp, B)) is Jl{Vp)simplQ iff dim Vp = dim В and in 
this case an element X is regular iff it is inversible. One sees that the category Cl{Vp, .) 
is also J^(Fp)-complete. In fact let (/, F) be given as in definition 3.10. If z G Б is fixed 
and X e Jl{Vp, B)^ is inversible then there exists exactly one Z e Jl{B, B'), a(Z) = z, 
ß{Z) = f{z) such that F{X) = ZX and thus F(Xy) = ZXy. Since Xy -^ F{Xy) is 
differentiable, one sees also that z -> Z is differentiable, i.e. {f,F)eJl(Vp, .). The 
elements of JO(-R\ B)*IJQ{R^) = (т;;)*/Д are the usual non-holonomic /c'-contact 
elements of the manifold В (cf. [4]). 
The situation is analogous in the semi-holonomic and hoionomic cases. Note 
however that e.g. Jl{Vp) is also a semigroup of operators on Jl{Vp, .) but dim Vp = 
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= dim Б Ф О does not imply that (Б, Jl{Vp, В)) is JJ(Kp)-simple, moreovet, there do 
not exist in general JJ(Fj,)~simple (or Jj(Fp)-simple) objects in the category /^(Fp, .). 
Especially Jl{Vp, .) is trivially J^iVp)- (or J^(F^,»complete. 
If one takes in these special cases Vp = R" (n = dim B) and s = 0 one gets in 
theorem 3.6 the characterization of higher order connections by means of contact 
elements introduced by Ehresmann in [5] (cf. also our definition 2.3), and in theorem 
(3.7) that given in [1] and [2]. 
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